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- CALCULATION OF LOAD DISTRIBUTION IH
STII’FENED.CYLINDEIOAL SHXLLS*
By H. Zbner and E. X~ller
Thin-walled shells ?tth strong longitlldtnal and trans-
verse stiffening (for example, stressed-skin fuselages and
wings) may, under oortaln simplifying assumptions, be
treated as statio systems with finite redundanoios. In
this report the Uderlying bLI,SiSfor this method of treat-
ment of tho problem Is pr~sentod and a computation proco-
dure for stiffened cylindrical flhellswtth curved sheet.
panels indicated. A detailed discussion of tho force dis-
tribution duo to applied ~oncontrated forcos is given, .nnd
the discussion illustr~tod by numerlonl examples whioh.re-
fer to an oxperlmentally determined circular cylindrical
Shell. Tho test results reported by E. Schmpitz and ~.
Kr&ling in a simultaneously ~-ppearingpaper (reference 1),
conf~rm the reliability of tho nothod proposed.
I, INTRODUCTION
Tho determination of tho stress distribution in
stressed-skin (or monocoquo) wings and fuselages, accord-
ing to tho elementary ITavler theory for the bending of
beams, or the Bredt theory for the torsi%n of thin-walled
hollow bodies, Is based on the preliminary assumption that
the applied forces correspond to the elementary stress
distribution. Large disturbances, which as characteristic
additional stresses are superimposed on the elementary
stresses, @rise on the application of oonoentrated longl+
tudlnml foroea - such, for exanple, as occur at a closed
shell where the continuity of the structure’ts interrupt-
ed by a cutaway portion. (Seo fig. la.)
I%&Wea deviations from the,simple stt+tq,of,stress ln-
dloated by tho abovo theories arise on torsion and bonding
*“Zur 3erechnung des .KraftvorlctufesIn veretoiften” Zyl~n2
dersohalen~ ‘1 Luftfah&forsohung, vol. 14, no, 12,
Docombor 20, 1937, pp. 607-626.
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by transverse foroes if the Ioads are applied at the tnte.r-
medlate transverse walls which ar~ restrained from dofor-
nat%on, or if the dimensions aro not uniform along the .
axis, or if the shell is rigidly attached at tho end (fig.
lb). Finally, a small tr~svorse stiffness of the bulk-
heads (as, for exnnple, In monocoque fuselages) nay, on
tho application of arbitrary transverse forces and nonents,
affect the elementary stress distribution..
The computation of the additional stresses due’to re~
stratnt against deformation of a transverse section in.
torsSon, has alread~ been treated by several authors (ref-
erence 2). A nethod of determining the additional stress-
es arfsing-on the application of longitudinal .forces in
long, thin-walled, cylindrical shells has been given in a
paper by H. Wagner. and H. Simon (reference 3). For shells
with strong longitudinal and transverse Stiffening, a s~n-
plifiod shell not!elwith redundant axial groups of forces
has bocn proposed In a previous work, in whioh the force
distribution is detorninod by m statically indeterninato
computation.z This nethod has been applied to the treat-
nent of the special case of tho 8-stringer cylindrical
shell with doublo cross-sectional synnetr~”under axial
load (roforonco 5). In tho prosont paper the underlying
principles aro prosontod In a conprohensive nanner and tho
conputatlon is extended to cylindrical shells of arbitrary
cross section under bending, twisting, and axial loading.
For the latter case there is investigated, with the aid of
nunericcl oxanplos, the effect of various stiffeners on
the force distribution. The nethod is further applied to
a cylindrical shell whose stress distribution has been ox-”
?
erinontally determined for tho caso of axial loading.
Seo roforonco 1.) A corresponding computation for tho
caso of stiffonod flat disks wI1l appear in a later work
in connoctlon vith similar test results.
.11. UHDERLYI?SG”PEII?CIPLES03’THE METHOD
1. Simpliflod Modol of the Shell Structure
l!hocylindrienl shells consist essentially of the
shoot or sktn, the longitudinal stiffeners (etrlng~rs),
lTho sane”simpllficatloas for the computation of stiffened
shells are given by O. S. Heck in his paper (reference 4).
His procedure, illustrated by examples, differs essontiQllY
fron the one here presontod in the choico of the static
redunducies.
.
d
.
and the.tr~isvereo etiffoners” (bulkheads). The long5tudi_
nal .at%ffenore.are .aOSu~&.t,q b,o$gside,-and attaohod to
tho din, while -thetransverse 6t5ffdners; assumed as Qar-
allol, mr.y.oithem ho attaohed to the shoot (for example,
ip the ueZghborhopd of t~o positions of load applleation)
or attached only to the inner gides of the stringers. Tho
bdSkh6ads may he In” tho form of frameworks or flexurally
rigid solid rings. The shell oross section IS assumed to .. “
be simply co”nneotod,although tbe method may he extended
to”.multl~ly aonneqted s~stems. For the smko of simplic-
ity, we shall restrict ourselves to cfiindrical shells
since tho disturhanees of tho elementary stress condltlon
in monocoqua fuselages and wings almost always extend ovor %
individual. small portions, which mey approxinntely be con-
sideroilas of cylin~rical shape.
The tr~svorse stiffening walls aro denoted in the “
positive x direction by O, 1, .... k, l ., n (fig. 2).
They divide the system into bayg, each of which Is denoted
by the stiffener number on ito.right. The stringers are
numbered gotng around the positive direction fron some ini-
tial position 1, 2, l m.* il. 9,9, la, the peripheral por-
tions lying b~twe~n the ~tiffen~rs (shont or bulkhead por-
tions) being donotod by the higher stringer number as sub-
soript. All gqorlotrical aniistructural magnitudes In tho
shell rocolvo a double subsoript j,k corrosponalng to
their pocitton.. If tho transvorso seotion possessos axes
of .sym.mt.ry, then ~ynnOtriOally lying nr.gnitudes arc!given
tho sano subscripts. 1
..
Yor the conputatiom of the shells under consideration,
tho folloying slnpIi.fiodmodel is used as a basis. The
bulkheads take Up foreos that lie h the bulkhead planes
onlya The strlngors are assued to be hinge-conneoted to
tho bulkheads. In the cese of otrtngers that go through
and possosti great fle.xural stiffness of thetr own, the a&=
dltional stresses may bo t&!keninto account, as in the
case of frameworks, by the introduction of ?aohl-point”mo- .
monts as additional statlo redundancies. In the nkin it-
self a pure membrnne.t=pe”of stress distribution is assumed.
The most.import~t s~mpllf~~ation IS in conneotiou.
with the “s-tress-M.strlhtition.in the rskln ana stiffeners. .
The transverse stiffeners are, for the nonent, assumed to
be attcched to the skin: a generali=atlon will be qonsld-
ered under .se”ctlon III, 4. Normal stresses will then be
transmitted. by the”stiffeners only, so thqt the sheet pan:
els act as pure tension fields. T?henornal st$ffness of.
,. — . . . . . __
.—.- —— --- .. .-——. .
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the skin ie taken into account by the addition of an ef-
fective width to the stringer sections. Under these as-
sumptions, in each of the sheet “panels there”is a con-
stant ‘shear flow”2 (t = s 7) to which correspond linear: ‘
ly distributed normal forces in the longitudinal stiffene-
rs d.thi.n the panele, while the transverse stiffener
walls are stressed by tangential peripheral loads, n~”oly, - .
differences of tho shear flows in the longitudinal direc-
tion. This state of stress agrees with the actual state -
the more C1OSO1Y the stronger the stiffeners as compared
with tho skin. In the neighborhood of points of atta&-
ment and cut-out portions, theso are the ral~tions whtch
generally exist. Tho roliab.ility of the assumptions nado,
which had previously besn appl~ed to the computation of
statically determinate systems (bending beams) is con-
firned by tests. The assumption of conatanc~ of the shear
in each of the panels in the longitud~nal direction may, (
in the case of curved shells, also be justified by the
fact that generally the flexural stiffness of the skim
and etringers is snail zompared to that of the transverse
stiffness of the bulkheads, so that wtthin no panel can
Important peripheral stresses aride An tho skin.
‘lhts siaplifled shell nodel corresponds to a latttce
work.with rodundat transverse francs in which the diago-
each of which isF~:foj~ - 1)
nals are roplacod by shoot panels under shear.
intermediate transversal frcnes,
statically indeterminate, the entire system with n
torni=qt~[n - 1, (n -
string-
ers is 3) + (n + l)q]-fold statically ind.o-
F4 , and there arc further additional redundancies
at points of cttachmont. The statically indetornlnato
computation of the sunpllfiod system gives the forco dis-
tribution Ilinthe largo[land the strese distribution in
the actual shell design nay then bo estinatod, taking Into
account tho constructional details. (SoO tho nunorlca.1
oxcmplo in section VI, 2.)
2. Principal Panel Systo~
Longitudinal Forces as Stntlc Ro?undancios
Tho computation of the statically Indoterminato uodol
shell procoods along ltnos simil,arto those developed by
the first author in provioua papers on space frameworks .
-—
2
—-
Tho term ‘Schubfl~sse, n translated as ‘shear flow,” 1s.
used consistently in Gornan papers .to denote.shear stress
times skin thickness. (Translator)
I
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(roforonce 6) and box beams (roferonce 7). A suitablo
--principal ~.st.em iEIob~a$ned if each @t-ermed-i-8-tebulkhegd,
in the ccso of end restraint also at thoend Imlkhed,
(m - 3) Iongttudlnal ~tt~amonts of the m atringerfdare
-loosenod by the inuortion, for.ex~mple, of hinges. On ac- ,
60Unt of.tho statiO rodund~c~ss in the transverse frames,
this main qyatem ~e still eta~~oally Indeterminate although
only Stressen of the sane tr~s~er~e stiffeners may hO sll-
porinposed. .,
!l!heredund~t long~tu~in~ foroes in the resolved
(m ? 3) .attaohmentm of the-stringers at a traq;~r8e
stiffen.orpro.duoe In the two neighboring bays - 3)
stress distributions independent of eadi other. Such In”-. .
dependent etress”oonditions m= also be obtd.ned in a . “
By5p- ‘“‘principal panel system“ In the followlng mnner.S
sorting similar tr~sverse stiffeners the bays are oom- .
plotely separated -d between.the~ there is introduced at
the stringers (m - 3) systems of longitudinal forces
under equlllhrium - systems Whla we shall tlenotebriefly -
by the term “charaoteristio form groups” (Elgenkraft-
“’gruppen) (fig. 3). These systems then prodbce in the “
neighboring bays [n ‘.“3) Independent streso dlstrilmtlons’
if none of the (m - 3) force groups may be represented .
by a linear combination of the remaining groups. We then
saY that such groups are linearly independent. At eaeh .
transverse wall there are (n - 3) linearly Independent
oharacterlstic force groups - for example, those consis’t-
in~ of a concentrated force and its ‘react~on fOrCesn @
three definite stringers not lying in a plane. The linear ..
independence of (m - 3) arbitsarlly set-up characteris-
tic force groups may be establi~ed by the following crl-
terlont There iS forned the determinant of the (m - 3’)d
order In mhiah each row coatains the forces composing a
graup Ct (n - 3)” stringers where the remaining three
strinEpre do not lie in a plane. The uolunns then con- ‘
tain the indfvtdual forces of the various force groups at
some definite strlngar. The (m- 3) oharaoteristic force
groups will th?n be llnearly independent if’- and only lf.-
thls determinant.ls different from sero.
~ExmaRua: Figure 3 show~”three eharaoteristic force
“gXW’UplF’fo’r”~e-at-r FJ&s&GLti.Q he.,detsrminant,for ex-
amplw, of”the.ind.ividua~ forces at the three upper strZng-
ers will””be . - , : .
.. ,...
asee detailed ~resentatioa cited under references 5 and6.J
.
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and on account of ~ # 1 in different from zero,
Y~
sO that
the force groups are ,llne~rly independent. #
Such llnearly Independent force groups at the ~th
transverse stiffener and de-notedby x~,k’,Xz,k, ...~.k,
l *S, ~-~;k, are introduced as stat3c redundancies ad
chosen as uniform i the axial direction - i.e., the com-
ponent forces P3(P~ . of the unit state of Xw,k are the
same for all k~k. In this repre~entation of a principal
systen, Zt is to be noted that the double transverse walls
are Identical, so that the stress states in the right bulk-
head of the kth bay and In the left bulkhead of the
(k+l)th .bay must be superimposed. In the “system no chosen
the stre~s states of the redundancies at the kth trans-
verse stiffeaer are superimposed only by those at the
(k-l)th and (k+l)th transverse stiffeners at the kth
and (k+l)th bays, respectively, and by those at the
(k-2)th. and (k+2)th transverse stiffener at the (k:l)th
and (k+l)th bays. The redundancies at all other bulk-
heads do-not directly affect the redundancies at the kth
bulkhead.
From an arbitrary syst~m Of (m - ~] llnoarly inde-
pendent forco groups .%, it is yossiblo’ to pass by a
transformation.
ZV = qJ,l xl + ~~,2 X2 + .... + cp,m-3 xm-3
(w = 1, 2, .,., ~- 3) (1)
. .
to new linearly independent force groups ~, where the
detormimnt formod from the coefficients C1.b,bmust Be
different from zero. This arbitrariness in the choice of
the static redundancies may be utilized to obtain consid-
erable simplification in the computation. For arbitrary
“force groups the statically Indeterminate “computation
... .
II
I
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loada, In the case of (~- “1) tntermedlate “tr~siaverae
walls, to a_-ayaton of
.Jn-l) (m- 3) andn (m-3)
e~aatilcity eqfi”ationsfor free’~d reatraime-d @’n-drings, re-
speativoly - the solutibn of which equn.tiono becoming very
tedious mhon n and m. are large. An attempt ia there-
fore mc.de to choope the (m - 3) foroe groups in’au~ a
manner that only the uniform groupb in the axial direction
affect each other~ Ths elasticity equations then break up
~:to “(m - 3) Independent partial aystema, each with
- 1) and n equati.ona, reapeetlvely, which with the
principal syaten chosen, are composed of ftve members each,
and in tho caso of transvsrae Stlfferiers rigid In their
planes, ,n.reconposed of three nembers. .
The introduction of such ‘orthogonalH 4 characterlat~o
force groups is, in the eace of an arbitrary number of
etringersm possible only for a epeoial shell form, nael~,
whero there ia cyclical syllmetrywith regard to the &eome-
try and th
77
lastic propertied of the shell. The component
forceq % Y.. of each of the groups are then to be aet
proportioiai to the ordinates of the ahe and cosine curves
with 2, 3, ... waves over the shell circumference.6 For
m= 12 these force groups are shown In figure 4. (The
oircular functions with higher wave nun’bera lead to the
sane groups.) With the aid of the orthogonally relations
of the circular functions, it may easily be shown that tho
groupa of forces thus formed conatltute syatema In equi-
librium, and that In their mixed displacement coefficients
(aoo soctioa III, 2) the individual contributions from
atrlngera, sheet and transverse stiffeners vaniah. They
are thorofore orthogonal, as nay.be seen moro simply fron
a conaidoration ‘of the properti.oa of synmetry, sinoo two
foroo groups - of which one is a~mtietrionlwith respect to
an axis of oynnetry of the system and the othor antiayn-
notrlcal - do not Influenoe one anothor.
%he nutucl ~ffect of two such for~e groups is measured b -
7the so-celled ‘rmixeddisplacement coefflclentll (ace 111, 2 ,
which Is easentlally” a sum or integration of products of
the correapondihg strees values. The vanishing of such
products $s spokon of in mathematlca aa oxpreaaing.~ho
“ for ex~mple,,‘orthogonality,... . . of the vectors or funotions
8
“c ncornod. , .“
“ Th5s procoduro aorrospondn to the doformqtion method
propoaod by Southwoll for the computation of oyclieally
aymmotrical space framework (reference 8).
.
.
-.
.—
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The redundant. force groups may be “so ordered that
with increas~ng subscript p more indtvldual groups whtch
aro in Oquillhrium over a smnller and smaller region of
the circumference may be forned from their component .
forces; for example, in figure 4, for,the sine and co~ine
groups for p = 2, equlllhrium is possible over the en-
tire circumference only, whereas the groups for p = 3
may each ho spilt up Into two subgroups which may be in
equilihriun over only half the circumference. According -
to thQ principle of St. Vonant, tho regions of Influence
of the groups must decrease with Incronsing l’ordort’of
subscript p, so thmt after a certain ordor they may he
neglected.
In the case of a shell whose structure deviates only .
slightly from that corresponding to cyclical symu try,
force groups are fornod corresponding.to completo cyclical
symmetry and the slight mutual effects are neglected. For
shells without cyclical symmtry, with only a few striqg-
ers and-mith sufficient axial synnotry of cross section,
it is still possible to set up orthogonal forco groupo.
An oxamplo is that shown in figure 3 for a 6-stringer
shell with cross-sectional symmetry with respect to the y
and z axes. Also for 12-stringer, doubly symmetrical
shells, characteristic force groups that have m negliglhlo
effect on each other may, as shown in section V, be set up
for tho aost important londlng conditions.
It is shown in the Append.lx thnt for an arbitrary
shell construction, complete orthogonality of tho force
groups can be nttained in general only If the effect of
the deformations of one of the thrqo shell-structure ele-
ments is nogloctod - if, for example, rigid sheet or rigid
transverse stiffener is nssumed. The force groups may in
this case he set up, under the assumption of equal panels,
with tho aid of “principal axes transformation.’! This
proceduro, however, possesses only theoretical value. For
most practicml cases it iS possible to uso the simplo ap-
proximate sydtem considered in section 7. An alternative
is to restrict the computation to a “few panels in the
neighborhood of points of disturbance and solve the elnta-
tic~tY equations for arbitrary force groups according to .
the itoratlon method described in section III, 3.
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3. Deoompositlon of External Loading
Princ~pal Substitute System
-.
....- ~.. .
-.
We consider the loading ~as~s tn wh~& there Is a
con-siderahlo d.isturbanco from the elementary state of
stress. This will be the Uaoe whore concentrated forces
are applied -d also tho easo og twisting and transvorso’
bonding of restrained shells or shells with ‘stepped di-
mensions, n and also ‘the
intorned5ato bulkheads.
The lo”~~ingof the
is generally redueed to
force groups. For this
o,asowhere load is appZied at tho
shell by concentrated axial forces
ths application of oharauterist$b
purpooe there is eubtraoted from
the external loading the foroee corresponding to the ele-
mentary theory and there iS thus obtained at the trans-
verse stlffoner at whioh the load IS applied, a foroe
grOup vhlch gives rise in the shell to a state of stress
expressing the difference bot~eon the olemontary mnd ac-
tual stress. Each force group X0 acting at a.trlmgvor~e
stlffonor nay, howevor, be split up into groups of the
form of the Introduced redun&nc308 x~, X2. l -m, %-3
% = Clxl+ C2X2+ .*.. + cn-3i&3 (.2)
since for tho ~oapon~nt forcos Of the groups at (m - 3)
etringers, this equation represents a systen of (m - 3)
linear oquntlons With the (m - 3) values cl! 02, •-~o
en-3 “ as unknowns. This system has a unique solution
since the determinant formed out of the (a - 3) component
forces of the linearly independent redundancies, according
to tho criterion of section 11, 2, is different fron zero.
The n~~er of this aecomp”os~t~on ~S indicated in figure 5
for tho OaSO of a ~ena~ng force group composed of foti
Concentrated forces at .a 12-stringer shell- The charac-
torlstlc forco groups Tl ma Y2 correspond to the co-
eine groups for B = g -d u = 5 in figure 4; and are
considered more in detail in section V.
.Tor the external loading, or a portion of It, anothor
Princlpml systen than that used for the static!redundan-
cies nay be used in.-a Statically indeterminate computation.
This ‘substitute prlncipal,systonw Is choeon so that its
state of stress corresponds as CIOSOly as possible to tho
final one - tho statically indeterminate computation” then
constituting only an added conputat~on; or a substitute”
principal syston, for which tho conputatioh of tho load
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coofficionte %~ as sinplo aS po~sible, is taken. Both
points of view, homover, may not In general, be satisfied
Simultnnclously. In applying a bending forco group consist-
ing of four concentrated forces (fig. 5) on a restrained
shell, the four stringers at which the load Is applied
may, for example, serve as the substltuto principal sys-
ton and the load coefficients are then determined only by
integration ovor the normal stress distributions in theso
strtngors. The static rodundanclos, however, then assuno
large vnluetaover the entire shell length. If, howevor,
the bonding force group iS reduced, as described, to tho
applier.tion of characteristic force groups, the static re-
dundancies die down to small values in the longitudinal
direction. Uhen the shell is loadod ?Iytwisting forces,
tho !8redt tube,ll~nd by transverse bending forces, the
“ideal beam:’ respectively, are chosen as the substitute
principnl systems.. Yhe statioallv Indeterminate computa-
tion then gives the deviations duo to the restraint against
deformation, from the olonentcry stress oondition.
Thcro occur, besides, under these loading conditions,
disturbances due to the application at the transverse
stiffeners, of forces not corresponding to the elementary
theories. By subtracting the equivalent elementary stress
distribution in the transverse stiffener fron that actually
applied, there is obtained an equilibrium system of exter-
nal forces whioh deform the transverse stiffeners and thus
affect the axial forco distribution. As a rule, however,
tho statically Indoterninate computation cnn be dispensed
with if the bulkheads mt which the loads aro applied are
designed sufficiently stiff.
III. PROCET)UIW l?ORTHE STATICALLY II?DXTERMINATE COMPUTATION
1. Stress Distribution
The following notation is used for the dimensions of
the cylindrical shell under consideration (fig. 2):
ak o length of kth bay (bulkhead spacing)
% ‘
width of shecit panel between (i - l)th &and jth
stringez.
I
.
i
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
:
I
I
i
1
i
I
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U=hq, circumference of shell.
,,,.,1=1 .. .. ..: . ... . . ..... -..
z = & iqe .aross-eeotional area enclosed by shell.
‘~,k~ crosEI section of the ~~h stringer In the kth
bay (stringer seotion plus effective skin taect5.on).
th
skin thldcness in kth” Fuel between (J - 1)
. ‘$,k~
end jth striager.
l?orfloxurally. stiff ring bulkheads with oonstant cross
section @ong the olrcumference:
%,kt cross seotion of kth bulkhead.
‘S,k? mokont of inertia of kth bulkhead ring (with ro-
epoct to radial deflection).
The conponont forces PJ(P) at the jth stringer for the
unit etate of the redundancies Xk,k are equal for all
values of k. The renaining symbols are sufficiently
clear fron the text and illustrations.
~e ~ result of X ,k = 1.
f
the kth and (k + l)th
pcnols in the princlpa s~ston are stressed. According to
the simplified modol shell, normal forces nrise in tho
strhgors that decrease linearly to %ero (fig. 6):
(3)
..
(In eaoh panel x Is measured from the left bulkhead) and
from
aLj,k =
——
ax - (t#+l,k - tj,k)6
.
there Is obtained for the constant shear flow in the sheet
fields “ . . .. . .
F
.
-.—--
Tho shear times thickness (she~r flow) is chosen posltlvo
in the direction of positive shear stroeq, honge opposito
that in the work oited in roferonco 2. Iri”thofigures the
roaotlons of tho shear flows on the stiffonors aro shomn~”
l,
N. A, C.A. Technical
(4)
In particular cases tj~~ ~d t$v~+l may he determined
from consldorations of ~ymmotry of9the system and of the
force groups; in general, however, there is required the
additional condition that the shear flows at the trans-
verse ~tiffeners form a system in equilibrlun whose momont
therefore vanishes:
where % is the sector of the cross-sectional area from
a suitable ~rigln (for example, center of gra~ity of shell
cross section) to the “circumferential portion b~ .
Having obtained the shear flows, the stress distribu-
tion in the transverse stiffener walls may be determined
by considering the reactions of the shear flows as tangen-
tial peripheral loads, the stresse~.in the (k - l)th and
(k + l)th bulkheads being opposite to the stress of the
kth bulkhead from the shears of the kt~ aud (k + l)th
pamels, respectively. (See fig. 6.) Tho stress distribu-
tion depends on the design of the transverse stiffener and,
with static indeterminacy, required an additional static-
ally indeterminate computation. Framework and solid con-
nections are generally stiff enough, so that the changes
in shape h their planes are small compared to the defor-
mations of the stringers and sheet. The axial force dis-
tribution will then be only slightly affected by them, so
that for the statically indeterminate computation they may
be assunod as rigid. The flexurally rigid bulkhead ring’s
In monocoque fuselages, howover, arc subject to greater
defornatlons which in any particular loading condition
must be taken into account. In general, they are threefold
statically indeterminate, although important simplifica-
tions result if axes of symmetry.of the cross section are
present. !J!he bulkhead ring computation for several shell
shapes is given in section V.
,
..-—
—. —
‘:$
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At the transverse.stiffener O, the applied oharac-
-terlStic force groups .tQWhich. the.ax~al fp-rceloading had.
been reduoed (seotion 11, 3) stress only the first panel
of the panel s stem. The state of stress is oorresponding-
~, (4), (5), where it is to be noted thatly gtven ‘by (3
the trans~erso stiffener O is loaded wnly by the shears ‘
of one panelg
In pure toreional loading by.noments MK at the ~fh
bulkhead, the kth panel is aoted upon by a twis”tingmo-
ment:
k-1
(6)Tk =.~~o ‘IC .
resultlng, accortiing to the Bredt theory, in.a shear flow
(7)
in the skin.condtant ovor the circumference and within the
panel, The stringers are free from stress, the bulkhead
k is loaded by the difference between-the aotual applied
twtsting monent and the uniformly distributed elementary
moment,
For trmsverse force bending the determination of the
‘substitute state of stressn In the stringers and skh
proceeds acoording to the well-known formulas of the beam
theory under the assumption of the simplified model shell
(reference 2). In bending abotitthe 5 axis, which 1s
passed through the oenter of gravity of the shell cross
section, the nxial foroes in ~he k%h” pmel are:
and thi shoar
(0)
‘jok
flows :
‘j,k y~
m
,, ,....-
*(O)
j,k
—. .-— .-
— -—. .- - —
‘I,k yin
3= “ (8)
(9)
-.-——_ .
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In the above equations ~z Is the bending moment, %
the transverse force at the corresponding position, and
t
(o)
l,k’ when not obtained fron the symnetry properties, in
obtained In general fron the condition:
(o)
‘~,k % o
; -— =
‘=1 %,k G
for bending without torcion. In the transverse stiffen-
er walls there ariaes, as in the case of torsion, a strosc
distribution due to the manner of load application not
corresponding to the elenenta,ry theory.
2. Strnin Distribution
Fron the stress distributions due ‘to
‘V=l’ XV=
1, there ctreobtained in the usual way the strain o.rdis-
placement coefficients %, v’ that is, the virtual work
which is done by the force group
‘k = 1 against the dis-
placements due to Xv = 1:
r JP)mL(v) y(v) Jd du &i+. L,lJ = z h—&+zs ———stringcrsti EF skin . Sa G
[
(v) ~(v)
+ z $ L_ due +$ ~(;);fl du~ (10)
bulkheads E!JS J
(du = circunferentlal element of skin,
dug = circumferential elenent of neutral ring axis.)
The bulkheads are assumed to be flexurally stiff rings
in which, na in the case of the beam, the portion of the
work done by the transverse forces, is neglected. For
franework and solid connections, corresp~nding values are
to be formod, the derivation of which will not he gone Into
since the chmges in shape of such transverse walls are neg-
ligible for the static computation.
Ii
II\
I
,
,
i
i
i
I
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I
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I
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Wq consider first the lnd~~~dual contributions to the
_?$r.tuQl nork of the .,s.t.r.iqgers,sheet,,and bulkbeads sepa-
rately. For a stranger mlth cross”seetion F and le t
a, the portion due to the nornal for~~s . YYL(y) -d L u
which vary linearly between the end values $), P$u)
a“na P:? P:@ is: “
The
the
a
[
p(i) (ap(v) + p(v)) + P:P) (2P:”) + P:V))
TY o 1
(11)
o a
(~:v)
displacement coefficient wL ~ of the stringers of
kth hay due to Xp,k = 1 ~d X; ~ = 1 (or Xw,k-l =#
(12)
A shoct of dimensions e, b and shear stiffness s G con-
tributes the portion due to the const&nt shear flows
(V).
@
and t .
ab @ ~(v)
.— (13)
SG
(V;v)
so that the displaceuont coefficient
‘13,k of tho shoot
portion of the kth bay due to Xw,k = 1 and Xv,k = 1
(or x~,l,c-1= 1 and Xv,k-1 = 1) 1s:
(14)
Tho displacement coefficient w$p~v) of the kth trans-
9
‘“verso stiffener of each redundancy Xk,k = 1
‘d %,k=l
‘loadod only by the shears of the kth bmy in the case of
floxurally stiff rings with constant cross soctlon along
the ciraumforence, nnount to
W(W*V) = u Fa
S,k 4aka E J~,k
(15 )
with
-.. . -.—-——— -
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( ‘S,klS,k = ~k )s (16)
whore N(P), ~::33$M), B~) denote tho bending noments ~
the normal forces In tbo kth bulkhead ring produced by
tho shears in tho kth bay due to Xk,k = 1 and ~,k = 1“
Tho coofficiont ~$w;v) depends besides on the typo and9
magnitudo of the redundancies, only on the geometric shape
of tho kth bulkhead, the position of its neutral axis,
and the stringer center of grevlty. The coefficient var-
ies little with the cross-sectional shapo and is given in
socti.onV for several simple shell shapes. If the kth
bulkhead is loadod only by the shears of the kth and the
(k+ l)th bays or only by the shears of the (k+ l)th
bay, the coefficients are, respocti.voly:
~
since tho shears in the two bays are proportional to ak
-
and ‘.
aL+1
I’ron those soparcte portions tho total displaconont
(V,v)
coefficients
‘k,k of the redundancies at the
kth
transverse stiffener may he expressed in the form:
(V,v) =
[
(P,v) (~,v) 1[ (~,v) (W,v)bk,k ‘L,k + ‘L,k+l + ‘B,k + ‘B,k+l1
In the longitudinal direction the redundancies
‘V,k
kth
at the bulkhead are combined mlth those of the
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
[
I
I
I
1
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(k - Z)th and (k + l)th bulkheads, rospectlvely,
~X~:k-1 and- Xu ~1)” through superposition of the stress
l
‘h hays to form thodistributions in the kth -d (k + 1)
Jw) ;(w)
coefft.ci.ents k,lc-1 ‘d k,k+l’ .respoctivoly.
since
the forco groups at the dlfforent transvorsoo stlffeiers
are.choson uniform thero hold tho symmetrical rcjlat~ons:
(Il,v) (V,tij (p,v) (vow)
8k,k-1 = *kOk-l = 8k-l,k = *k-lok
and thoso ‘mixed displacement coefftciontsif nay bo 0x-
prossed in.terms of tho w values :
(1.b,v) ~ (p,v) (V,v)
8k,k-1 = ~ ‘L,k
- ‘B,k
Further, by superposition of the Stress distributions in
the (k M l)th and (k + l)th transvorso stiff nor there
arise tho nixed displacomeat coefficients ?6(PN -d
k,k-2
8(W) rospectlvely, for which corresponding symmetrical
k,k+2’
relations hold md which may be expressed In terms of tho
Ws Valllms:“
@W) = ak-l ~(u,v)
k,k-2 ak S,k-1
(17C)
I
I
I
In a similar manner are to be determined the ooeff3-
oients of the redundancies by superimposing their unit
states upon the stresses due to the external loading-in
the bay or substitute principal system according to (10).
By the loading o? the shell at the end stiffener O with
the characteristic foreo groups Xl,o, ~a,o~ l -DS %-s,o
of tho form of static redundancies, only the redundancies
at tho first and second transverse atiffono~~ are affected.
(P,v) (M,v)The load coeffiolonta 81 0 , * o of the rsdundanc~os
‘p,~, ‘~,s due to a char~cterist~o force group Xv o = 19
———, -—— —. —
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JIL, V) Eb, (V, v)
2,0 “— %,1
. aa (18)
tihorc ~~ y )
end bulkh~ad
x = 1 andIJ,l
Is to be ~ormed from the stresses of the
O by the shears of the first bay due to
xV.l= 1. For an arbitrary force group X. “
at the trcansverso’mall O, and which according to (2) is
split up in the form: .
X. s:i: Cv xv o
= 9
the load coofflcients of the rodund~.ncles XIA,l ~d xv,~
amount to
;(P) (U,v) ; Jld ~-s (W,v)
=%3 Cv, 81 0 =Vgl Cv, 8* ~ (19)1,0 V=l D 8,0 1
In pure torsion by the nononts M~ at the bulkheads
and according to the elementary theor
tivoly, there follows according to (7T ::W)WW-
(v)load coefficients
‘k,o of the redundancies Xp,k:
(20)
If the torsional mononts are not applfed distributive-
ly, according to the elementary theory, there are still to
be added the displaconont coefflcionts due to tho strossos
in tho transverse walls.
In tho sane aannor in the caso of bending by trans-
verse forcos the load coefficients nay, with the aid of
formulas (11~, (13), and (16), bo built up fron the indi-
vidual contributions of stringers, sheet, ad bulkheads.
/
{
I
I1+
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I
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I
I
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3. Elasticity Eq~tion8 o~d Solution in the General Case
— -. .- - .
After the conput’at~on“of the +irtUal”wti’;k coefficlehts
the n~itude~ of the r~a~amdes are determined from the
ela8tZcitY equations whioh e~re”ss the oondltSons that the ,
ileformatione of neighh~ring bays at the common bulkhead
should agree. I’orarbitrary characteristic foi’cegroup,s
as redundancies these equations have the fern:
(21)
k = 1,2, l ... n-l ana n: k = 1,2, .... m- 3
with the houndar~ values:
%, -1 = x~,o = O -d XV,n = =~,n+l = o;
azd
‘U,n+l = =lL,n+2”= 0
fOr a freely deformable ena stiffener and end stiffener re-
strained against deformation, respectively.
The system of equations therefore breaks up, as shown .
in figure 7, for n = 6 and rn=59 into partial eystems
of flm members eaoh and which are formed in the direction
of the principal aiagonal from the displacement coeffi-
Olents of uniform longitudinal force groups, while the re-
maining partial ayqtems.are composed of the mixed displace-
ment coefficleqts of non~lform force groups. . If the force
groups are orthogonal to one another, these IImixoililpartial
systemq vmnlsh. The ~aluee of the unlfo”rm reaundancias in
the longitudinal direction are then obtained from independ-
ent 5-member partial systems whi& only contain unZfoam
redundancies (principal equations). Yor the solution of.
-these 5-member elasticity equations - which An the case of
.
r~g~d. transverse stiffener malls are 3-member equations -
there have been de-volopea In s.tatte -structure computations
a number of suitabl~ metho~e, so that it is not necesec.ry
to go into the matter any further. (Seo among othors, the
works cited.In reference 9.) For regular systems tho so-
lutions may bo given in finit~ form QS has been dono In
seotlon IV, for equal panels.
r
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If the redundant force groups are not orthogonal to
one anothor, it is generally possible to obtain the oon-
ditiog that the mixed ooofficfents of nonuniform groups
be small compared to the coefficients of the principal
equations. E’ornoro acourate computations these approxi-
mate solutions are Improved step by step by substituting
the values in the mixed partial systens and thus obtaining
modified load mombors, for whi& the pri.noip@ equations
are n~aln solved. This iteration process is nest conven-
iently ccmriod through in ‘isinglostopstl- i.e., the norr
mpproxtnate values of c group mro u~ed directly to inprovo
tho next group. Tho process then always convorgos for
elasticity equations (roferenco 10).
After tho detormlnatlon of the rodundancles, the fi-
nal force distribution rmy innediately be obtained by
suporlmposing upon the load condition in the principal
system the corresponding multiples of tho tiit states o:
the redundancies.
lid=If Po) ta the force due to tho external loadingin the pri ‘ pal systen, the force
‘j ,k in tho Sth
stringer at the kth bulkhead.ls:
p(o) + ‘j: Py’d x
‘J,k = J,k - ~,k (22)
For tho shem flow
‘j,k in tho jth panel of the kth
bq, there is obtained: 1
. .
t(o) + ;: t$:~ (x~,k
‘j, k = j,k - ‘~,k-1) (23)
rhere t(o) is the value in ‘tho.princ~pal system. Corre-j,k
spondingly thero Is found the stress of tho kth bulk-
head from the redundancies X X k, and ‘~,k+lsI.b,k-l’ k, The
bendi,ngmoment, for example, in the kth bulkhead ring 1s:
(24)
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where
~o) is the value in the prinoipal syBtem, BP)
““~~thq ”’ralue”-dueto--the-~hears.of the ~th
~,~ = 1.
bay as a result
4. Extension of the Shell Model ..
If the t~~svers~ stiffeners ara not attaohed to the
sktn hut only fastened to the inner edges of the- stringers
as Is qften the case with monocoque fuselages,, the shell
model thus far considered c-not he applied without modifi-
cation. A transfer of the shears in the form of t~gen-.
tial loads to the bulkheads IEIthen possible to a limitea
extent only, on account of the weak attachment. In order
to take this effect Into acoount, the limiting condition
1s considered m~ere no tangential forces at all can be
transmitted from the sheet to the tr~sverse stiffeners, so
that there is a ~teady transition of the shear at the
stiffeners. A state of equilibrium in the case of varlablc
longitudinal, stresses iS possible only through the setting
up in the skin of peripheral stresses au, whioh” corre-
spond to the variable longitudinal shear stresses. In the
case of curved sheet with snail bonding stiffness of its
owns the radial coEponcnts of those peripheral stresses
must he tra.nsnittoa to tho stringers which, as a result of
their flexural stiffness, retransmit these forces to the
transverse stiffeners. For the sake of slmplioity, lot
this radial load of the tr~s~erse stiffeners be assuned
QS continuously distributed over the periphery as iS Qp-
proxlnntely the case for closely spaced stringers. -
170 consider first tho loading of the kth %ulkheaa
fOr arbitrary axial shear distr”~butio~ (fig. 8a). For the
porlphoral foroe Pu = s U.. there is obtainea from the
- ~+at
equilibrium equation
av s ‘.O:
u
pu.”
r
~ du
c
U.
.
where “U. is a position at which the peripheral stress
vanishes. The raalal component q per unit of area at a
posttlon with radius of curvature r Is then (fig. 8b):
-—
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u
Uo
At the transverse stiffonors thensolves-hinge oonnectlon
is assurmd.at the stringers. The radinl force R du ovor
an olonent du which acts on the trnnsvorso stiffener as
a “reaction force” may then bo dotorminod from the moncmt
conditions, For the ‘kth bulkhead, as Q result
shear in the kth bay (fig. 8c, x is computed
left bulkhead in each bay), there is obtained:
Interchanging the order of
parte with respect to x,
of the
from the
integration and int’ograting by
there Is obtained:
“‘k,k=+f[+fk~-t~=l ‘u=A,] -‘k”’‘u
Uo o Uo (25)
kth bulkhead andwhore - is tho shear flow at the
‘(k) .
ak
f
tk*=& t-
ak
o
is the nean valuo of the shear flow In tho kth bay. The
kth bulkhead is further loaded by the shears of the
(k + l)th bay. For tho radial force
‘k,W1 at position
u, thoro is obtained according to a computation similar
to tho abovo: .
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1
i The total radial load of the “k!h bulkhead per unit cir-
.-
“ ‘Wlmforentlal- distance..ls-..therefore:
...
,
.“
I
i
I
I
i
I
i
I
I
I
!
I
If no”tangential loads can be t&nsmitted, tho radial.ioai
therefore depends only on the moan integrated values of ‘he .
shears in the neighboring bays.
. .
TO oompute the system.,the “si,mpleshear field scheme”
according to saction 11, 1, is used aU a starting ba~is.
The longltudin~l stlffnesses of skin md s.tringorsare
combined and in place of the Yari.able shear in the longi-
tudinal direction, there is taken the mean integral value
wlthln each bay and the corresponding linear force distri-
bution in the stringers. In the statically indeterminate
computation for the red~d~t axial force groups, there
are neglected at each transverse stiffener wall the dls-
placenent contributions of the skin due to the peripheral
stresseq and their effec+ is taken into account only
through the varied loading of the transverse stiffeners
with radlol forces according to (27), There are then ob-
(V,v) than fortainod othor displacement oooffi,cients WS k
n
the case of tangential loadlng. !l!hedlffo~enco depends,
howovor, as will be shown by an oxanple in section V, 1,
only on the.exceqtric position of skin bulkheads. Sinco
no abrupt discontinuity of the shear can occur at the
treasverso walls, tho computed ‘stepped” curvo of tho moan
shear flows In tho longitudinal. direction must be.smoothed
out by a continuous curve in such a nanner that the mean
value within the b,~s momains the same. (See fig. 8Q.)
Similarly the str~ngor forces whi~ are obtained by tho
statically indeterminate conputatiozu at the transverse
Stiffonor.yalls must be ~oined by a corroaponding continu-
ous Ourvos It is possible,. howevor, to considor tho stiff-
ness of the bulkheads as dlstrihutOd over the shell length
through the floxural stiffnOss of the longitudinal etiffy
eners and In tho Solwtiono for tho redundancies pass to
tho linit of bulkheads.spaced Infinitely C1OSO. Tlmro’is
then obtained directly for tho strlngor forces a continu- .
ous cbxialdi.strilhtion..J’or tho case of loading of a very
long shell composed of
tic force groups at an
given in IV, 2, In the
~qutilpanels by me~s of-characte&is-
end bulkhead, these solutions are
table of fornulas 3. Prom the shear
I
,. ,, ,-, , , , , . -. ....-— .. .. . — —. .
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diatrlbution the peripheral forces in the skin may be de- -
ternl~ed a~ has been done in the work of E. Schapltz and
G. Krunling, cited in reference 1, starting from the experi-
mentally determined longitudinal stresses.
IV. ”SIMI?LII’ICATIONSFOE THE CASE OY EQUAL PANELS
1. Displacement Coefficients aad Elasticity Equat$ons
Of the simplifications of the statically indeterminate
computation w~th uniforn dimensions cvor tho shell length,
the case of geometrically and .etrub-tnuallyequal panels will”
be considered. Systens of stepped dimensions may be ap-
proxtnated to the above caso if the panel dimensions in $he
neighi)orhood of disturbance positions (cut-outs, deforma-
tion restraints) are used as a basis for tho computation.
In tho notation the subscript k is dropped; tho equa-
tions for the stress d:strilmtions have the sane forms -
the w values accordirig to (12), (14), (15), from which
the tiisplaconont coefficients are forned being tho sano
for :.11 kla. It is convenient for the computation to
tre~ up ~L
(~,v) and (P,P) ~s(lhv) in
‘B aEIWO1l as
(15”) into ELCoefficient ~(P~~) and a factor w which
depends only on tho system dinenslons. In addition, we
writot
(S* = a nenn skin thickness, o.g.,s* = ~u ~~1 sjbj)
(28)
(29)
Then, according to (12) and (14) :
I.
i
I
i
i
I
,
!
I
,
~
I
I
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K(BOV)= L ;
--4 ----
d p(P) p(v) .
4 j=l.r~. j_-...j ,.......r-e:.... .
(~, v) ‘ “ “
Yor flosurally stiff bulkhead rings ~ iS obtained
from (16) as:
.(tp and tp are the shear florrsin the kth panel
auO tO xl.b,k= 1 and Xv,k = 1. rcspcotivcly:
~(w),
#.d ~d Jv) , H(v) “are the ‘bending normnt and nornal
forcos in the kth bulkhecd due to these sh~ars. )
Tho redunda,noi~s at the kth bulkhead are sinilnrly
comblnod with thoso lying to the right and to the left:
Jp.u) (~,l?) #b,v) (~,u)
k,k+l = 8k,k-1: k,k+2 = “%,k-2
According to (17a,b,c), the dlsplacomont coofficionts using
tha r.bovonotation are: . .
1 (P,u) .
z % % I
.. .
. . .)
Similarly simple expressions are obtained for the load Co-
efficients, In applylng the force groups Xv,o = 1 of
the form of redundance es at tihebulkhead O, they may be
expressed in terms of the dlsplaooment coefficients of the
redundancies since
——. — ————.
1 n , ... - ———.——.
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$1.b,v) *(lb,v) + (v,~) $1.L,V). .
1,0 = k,k-1 k,~2’ 2,0
-MO..866
= ;(w)
k,k-2
(32)
if the”end bulkheads have the same elasticity as the interm
mediate stiffeners. If the end bulkheads O and n, on the
contrary, are very stiff mmpared to the Intormedlate bulk-
heads (rlgi.din the limiting case)”,then the load coefi’i-
cients nro: .
(~,v) = Ju,v) “ (V,v) (Ku) = Jw,v)
‘1,0 k,k-1 + 28k,k-2; 82,0 k,k-2 (33)
In this case the following displacement coefficients of the
redundancies also change:
(~,v) = ;(w) (P,v) - ;(P,U)
81,1 n-l,n--l = ak,k k,k-2 (34)
The load ajefficlents for the momont coefficients ~
(v;
at the I@sheads are accmrdfng to (20), since
‘j,k+l =
@ = “ tjv):
- j,k
@ .!% ~bj (at
k,cl 21 J=1
(35)
‘s G
With bays of equal dimensions therefore, the load coeffi-
cients of the redundancies yanlsh at the unloadod trans-
verse stiffener walls. The samo holds true for the bond-
ing under transverse forces.
The elasticity” equations (21) may under these simpli-
fications be considered as a simultaneous system of (m - 3)
linear difference equations of the fourth order with con-
stqnt coefficients whose solutions can he obtained without
too much computation work in simple cases. (See reference
11. ) In the case of orthogonal characteristic force groups
(or force groups which affect one another to a negligible
extent), this system breaks up into (m - 3) independent
difforeuco equa%lons of the fiurth order
. .
6k,k-2 ‘k-2 + 8k,k-1 xk-l +8 ~kxk+v
+ 8~,k+2 ‘2+ ak,k+l ‘1
of tho form: .
= - 8k,0 (36)
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where the shorter hotation” ~, 8k,k etc., has been wrltd
-tn3n’for-” ,(*P)- et=, .ghe solutions of .thesa dSffeN‘~;~”,”8k~k
l
‘enee equations mu;t, on account of the lncomplot&oss of
tho first and last olastic$ty equations (seo fig. 7) satis-
fy certain boundary conditions.
9!hoobtaining of sol~$~~ns In ffnite form is poss~’blo
for a froo bay system - i.e., for CLshell with nonrestrainod
ond bulkheads. In tho case of an end bulkhead n ro-
st&alnod against deformation, the rodunduoios ~ at tho
fixed-end uo detormlnod, usfng the froo ~~ system as a “
statieall~ indotormtiito prtncip~ system. If in tho froo
(0)
system ~ are the redund~cies due to the external
load, (n)% the redundancies due to ~=1, the final so-
lutiono are df the form:
% “ 4°) ‘“xn ~)
From the lmst elasticity eq~tion, there then follows:
@ x(o)
“%=-:-=-@ +8n’n”l;:; ’*n’o (37)
8n n.2 %!~l?+ 6n,n-1 %-1 + 8n,nm
The magnitude of the longitudinal forces at the fixed “
end restrained against deformation (fig. lb) must be de-
termined, for example, by a st t oally indeterminate aom-
put&tion. The redundancies ~“~ are gener@ly negligibly
a
small in the case of uniform structure of the closed shell.
-.
Tho redundancies [n] “% aro oomputod nccording to tho meth-
od glvon for the appli.cqtion of longitudinal foroes. Tho
rod.u.dacics ~ .at the rostrainod end ma then be dotor-
minod according to (37). From a knowlodgo of tho foreo
dlstrtbutlon on the appliotition of ooncentrnted forcos,
“tho mmin deviations f~om .tho.olomentary strose conditions
oan thoroforo bo determined, nnd for th~s reason this lo&l-
ing oondition will bo cons~derod in detail.
I
—.
. . . .-.
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2. Solutions in R’inite Farm of tho .Difforcnca Equations
TO solv~ the olnsticlty equations (36) considered as
s~mmetrical dl.fference equations for uniform force groups:
(k = 1,2 ,....... n-l)
we start with the general solution of ths homogeneous equa-
tion (~k = 0). An exponential substitution leads to a \
characteristic equation of the fourth degree. Using hyper-
bolic aad circular functions, respectively, there is ob- .
talned the following result: #
!Chegeneral solution of the homogeneous equation-is .
composed of four independent particular solutions whose
.
form depends on the value D . tiw~~e The case occur:
ring most in practice, namely, Y z O>=m assumed; for
Y>o, the general solutions are to b multiplies by
(-l)k!.
Far D>l, the solution of the homogeneous equation
is: .~
?
Xk =Clcoshk~CoskX+ Cacoshk$si’lkX
v%”
+C3sinhk VcookX +Caslnhk$ sink% (40) ~
‘1
The arguments $ and X satisfy the ;gunaary’~onaitiafls: “1-b. ..-.”
.
(41 ) .
1
(42) ?.’
I
— —
I
(“
. .“ \
I
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I
(Of the multiple-valued inverse trigonometric functions,
.o~lY -theposi$i~e prin~lpal .walue.sare.taken~)
i ““ If D<l,
I then in plaoe of the oiroular funotions,
-m thero occur tho corresponding hyperbolic functions:
Xk = Cl cosh k~ eosh k p + Ca cosh k v sinh k P
I
+ 03 sinh k ~ cosh k p“+ 04 sinh k W sinh k p (401)
.“1
.,
with
t.
II
Y
cosh w cosh p = ~ ; sinh W sinh P = [;! ~~
1
,.
(41 ‘ )
~= ~ cosh-l (A+ B); P =* cos~-l (A - B) (42 t)
(A and B as in (42)]
.
of tho &aracteristic oquatlon)
are equal to zero, =a
Ivl
(A + “B) = cosh-l IIi
and sinh k ‘$,,kooshk~ ana
k sinh k ~ are also solutions, so that the general solu-
tion
Xk =
then
with
of “the homogeneous oq~tion is:
%cOshk$+Os Jccosh k$+03sinhk~+
d.
— . ..”
I
+C4ksinhk~ .
‘\.
(40 8 )
Tho complote solution of the difference equation is
made up of the solution of the homogeneous equation
fOUr arbitrary constants and an ar~itrary particular
solutlon of the nonhomogeneous equation. “In the case”of a
system wlfh unrestrained end, the following boundary con-
ditions m?zst, on ~ocount -of the incompleteness of both
the first L@ l;~t elaqti~lty eqnat~ons, be satisfied: -
,..
“ %“=”G; ~% “01 % = o; %+1 ‘“o’” (43)
..
There -nre t~us obta~nea four linear equations for the con-
stcn%s. c,, c~, ~, C4 in the general solution, and after
these have been computes the Oolution of the elasticity - “
equations Is obtained in finite form.
I
i–.-..- ..-– — - (-———--— .-—-.
-1
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As cm example, we consider the case of constant load
coefficients llk= q = conctant, as is the case-In ~OCai~g
the cylindrical shell wtth constant moments at all trcnn-
vorso stiffeners and tvher~ there 1S no refitralnt on the
deformation of the ond sectionn. Further, let y bc as-
Sul’ilodas < 0 and D> 1, A particular solutlon of tho
(nonhomogeneous difforonco o uatton is:
to mhich must be added the solution (40). After determin-
ing the constants C from the boundary conditions (43)
(this fornal computation In omitted), there is obtaimd
the sclution:
=k==k*-x#[{ainh(k+l)$sin(n -k+l)?(
sinh k ~ sin (n - k) X) .U
.-
+ { sin (k+l) X sinh (n-k+l) v - sin k i sinh (n-k)$}]
where IJ* = sinh (n+l) $ sin x + sin (n+l) X sfnh $
(For De 1 the hyperbolic functions are to be substituted
everywhere for the circular functions ~ith the argument p
in place. of X, while for D = 1, the functional symbol “.
sin and the argument X lare to be dropped.)
Tho setting up of a solution of this type is possible
for further slnplp loading conditions and it is also possi-
ble to tdzo into account rodifiod dimensions of the end
bulkho~.dn by corrospond?ng end conditions. Since tho gon-
erc.1 fornulas nro not vdry explicit, howover, it is bettor
in my individual cr.soto use a aunorlcnl nothod, or in
tho caso of a fow oquatlons, to SOIVO directly by the woll-
known oliminr.tion or iteration method. For tho limiting
CaSO Of rigid bulkheads, solution forrm.1.ashave-boon sot
up for a. sorios of load condltiona in the work cited under
referenco 6*
In applylng tndepoEdent force groups of the form of
static rodundancios at the bulkhead O, the load coeffi-
cients dlfforont from zero of tho first and second equa- “
tions nay bo detorninod ty the boundary conditions and
simple solutions in finite form may be obtainod, Accord-
ing to formulas (32), (33), (?4), wo must have
. .
—.
..—
–!
I
-,
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X. = 1; x-~=1: ~=o; xn+~=o
,-.-,-.. ..,,. ...----..,. ,
for the caso of elastle end bulkheads, and
Xo=l:x
-1+%1=2:% ‘0:%-1+%+1=0 (45)
for the e.asoof rigid ond bulkheads.
By means of these conditions, tho four arbitrary cop-
BtaslteJ0 in the goner~ ~olution of the homogeneous
equattozc arp determined. Tho final results aro presontod.
in tho tablo of formulas 1. Tho solutions for all cases
may be oxprossod in a gonor~ form through auxilir.ry funC-
‘ions gk and tho conditions X. = 1: ~ = O nay be in-
mod~atoly wrifled.
In tho table of fornulas 1, there are given in addi-
tion the solutions for the liniting case of rigid bulk-
head malls. The differonoe equation then roads:
~z-1 + 2a Xk + Xwl = O (46)
8k,k
with 2a =
8k,k-1
and tho end values X. = 1, ~ = OD
For
IIa+ls the equation has the general solution
Xk = (*l)k [01 oosh k q + OS sinh k g]
(uPPer sign if a < O) with the argument
II
~ = cod-l
For a = 1 the solution 1s:
~=~l)k[~+%k]
There aro thus obtained for tho abovo boundary values the
Solutlons :
-,
.
and (*l)k (1 - # k)
(47)
.
E —— —-— -. —— -.. . .-
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I
.
form. of solution: x,=(* ?)’ ‘kg~-j~-kgni upper s!”gp;f~<o or d <0
lower s;gn if ~> O or u >0
-,, . ..-— ... ,,.
C&se “ In fermed;o+e bu/A~euds e/us+ic,end by/..heuds:
elastic rigid
D>7 gk- sin(k+flxshh(n+l-k)% g.= .sin(k+f)x5;DA (n+l-k)y
(A-Bc?) Fsinkx .sinh(n-k)y F2sinkx~hh(n-k)y+sin(k-i)ls;~fi-t-k)y
D=? g, - Jk+f) s;nh(n+l-k] y a P, (k+ 1) ..s;ni$ (n+l-k)y
(A-B-f) F “k .si~h[n-kl~ ‘ 72 k 5;oh [n-k)y+ (k-1)s;nh(h-1-k)y
D<j 9k~~h(k+t)qs;nh(n+j-k)~ “’ gh”-sinh(k+l)pwkv$(n+I-k)y “
(A-b> 1) F +h kp s;nh [n-kjy.,., ~2sinbk~s;nh(n-k)y+s;nh(k-1)psin~(n-1-k)y
“m;hng cuse ofriYidbu/k/$euds ;LJ “shh(h-k)p fOr/K/~ ~; gk= fi-k’for/a/= /
Table I.- Solutions of elasticity equations for applied characteristic
force group & = i for shells of finite lengths (end bulkhead
freely deformable).
Case
In fermediufe bulkheuds, e/us +ic, end hulkheuds:
elastic r;qid
A-t3cl X~=(~l)”e-k*~osk~+~~ sink~ )(L=(k?)ke-’~cosk~+~n~~~,~~‘~~nkx-j
A-B - 1 X~-(dl)he-k~~+(1~e-~)k] X~=(f?)me-kw[1+C=.k]
A-B ~ 7 X.=(*l)ke-k~%?p c5~n~~fe-ys;nhkp] “’Xk-(fl)he-k~[o.+lfp+ms~cosh”I .Sin:,Sing“nh~d
L;mifingcase ofr/gi~&/kh@ds (aJ5=O): Xk-(?7)‘e-k?
Upper sign if X.ti.22XLUL‘X~~~ j [Ower sign if &~s <2~L0L-2’W~‘,
Cons7&7fS.
A = 8xL~L ‘z%%+xs~s,’
y = # .orccosh(A+B)
2s us ~ = ~. arc cos(A-B)
~~...&.&, y 3WL.LJZLUL+xe~~xjq.):.-~, +. ,Pz.; !arccosh(A-B)
XEUE + 4XLGJL
~ “ ;- c7rC cosh/d/
/d/= IXB “, - 2~, LdL I
Table~1-””Solutionsof l-tistieityequationsfor appliedcharacteristic.
“forcegroup~= 1 for.-inf Initely long shells.
—
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,...,,.
J-B =O X(x)- e-?[i+$”]’ ,X(x)- e-ix[l ++~x] ~ ; .
Limi+;ngcosfof rigid bulkheods: X(X) - P- ‘x
.,. , ,, ;,.
., ... .,,,,.
Consfunfs
‘v=
cd-
b7Le
x-
WUE
T~blelII-Distribution of force group X(O)= 1 for infinitely long
shell with bulkheads lying infInitely close.
Arb;frury doub/y .symmef -
r;cul cross section.
I
Circdor cross secfion wi+h
uniform s}rinqer Spucln g
TableIV.. Displacement factors for six-stringer shells of equal bays.
— .—
.
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The solution formulas simplify considerably for the “
.ltilting case o-f lnfhite.,sh~ll.lq.ngth .y.i_.,es~n-m for
oonstant. flnlte bulkhead spacing a. The results for this
llnlting condition are presented in the table of fornnllas
2. These solutions may be applied to shells of finite
lengths-greater th~ their perimeters, without appreciable
error. as iS shown with the aid of examples in section.VI,
1 below. The solution becomes parti~larl~ simple for the
limitlng caso of rigid bulk~eads. If in a, ~, y, the 8
valnes are expressed in terms of the K and UI values “
corresponding to (31), these ooeff~c~ents need not be fur-”
ther specially determined - the eonst~t values of the
solution formulas he~ng Computed directly from the K and
LU values, as indicated in the table of formul&s 2. ~he
arguments
~,X are taken from tables of functions with
the natural numbers as argument. The condit~on
D+ land A-B~l
is equivalent to
12 (KLWL) (Ks ws) + (2~L WL - KY w3)a
>
and the condition Y ~ O, acco;dlng to which the sign
In the solution formulas iS determined becomes, in terns
of the K and w values :
.
Ks ws ~2KL~-
‘B %
I’o~ some simple shell shapes the K and W values are
given in table of formulas 4.
“A further liniting case of importance is that of in-
finitely cloee blzlkhead spaolng for which the total trans-
verse stiffness of the Sygtem is assumed to remain un-
changed. [f the bulkheads, for example, are rings with
the bonding stiffness EJs, the bonding stiffness “EIs =
~ EJs per unit length in tho axial direction is to remain
constant. Th’e””diffei&ri&eequation ”then goes o~er Into a
corresponding differential equation, the independent force
group Xk heooming a continuous function
=(x) of the
axial coordinate x measured from the loading side. Again
7For exmnple, the tables of ciroular fid hyperholio funa-
tion of K. Hayashi, or ‘lHutte,ilvol. I.
——
.—
i
$
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
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I
I
I
I
I
i
i
I
~
I
I
1
I
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.
we omit the eomputationa~ details of pa~~lng to the limit
and present the final so~uttons in the table of formulas 3.
.....
The case corresponding to y.> O drops out, the cases “
i.s+- 0 correspond to” D + 1, the arguments are de-
termined by square-root expressions, and in plaee”of the .
R and w values there enter corresponding RandUJ
values-which no longer contain the balkhea.d sPaclng am .
If the shear deformations &e neglected (K~uJ~ = o),
then ~ =x, 1 and the solutions are: .
x(=) = e-Tix (COS V x + sin t x)
for elastic end bulkhead, &d
X(=) = e-w Cos T x
for rlgtd end bulkhead, with
q =r&
They have the same form as the function fe(x) for the
simple disturbance loads In the Work of Wagner and Simon,
mentioned in reference 3. Yhe argument values llkowise
agree for.corresponding stress dlstrilmtion, as may he
shown by the exanple of a box beam of sides b and & and of
oonstcnt wall thictiess s. E’romthe work cited under
reference 7 (pp. 76-77), there is obtained for equal pan-
els: .
lcL~& 2aa : Its w~ = be Ca (b + O)
9 (b”+ c) 24a J~ ~
SO that . .
.
—-. —.. —.. - —— .. —-
. -. .....-.— —
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In agroenont with the corresponding we value, according
to table 2 of referenoe 3. “ .
V. COHSIDIH2ATION OF SEViT&AL IMPORT&TT SYSTEMS
I’or eeveral simple shell sha~es with few stringers
and mhoeo cross ~ections are symmetrical about two p.orpen-
dlalar axes, there will he computed the stresees and dis-
placement values. The transverse stiffeners are taken to
be i’loxurally stiff rings of constant section over the.en-
tire circumference and with radii of gyration small com-
pared to the diameters. Shells whose cro~s sections devi-
ato littlo from the condition of doublo synmetry (mono-
coque fusolagos) may be treated tn approximately the sane .
nanner as theso simple eysteme.
1. Four-Stringer Shells
The simplest statically Indeterminate shape of shell
Is the 4-strimger system with intermediate transverse
stiffener. The stringers are aesumed not to lie on the
axis of symmetry. As redundancies, there are eet up at
each Intermediate transverse stiffener k and at the end
restraint, a force group x~ symmetrical with respect to
the center amd denoted briefly as a ‘convexlng force group.”
The unit state Xk = 1 is shown in figure 9, and the re-
actions of the constant shear flows tl and te on
stringers and ringe, which for the present are as
be cttcchod to the skin, are indicated for the k~%me~aj~
In the stringers according to .(3) are set Up axial
forces which drop off linearly from 1 to O, and for the
shear flows there is obtained according to (4)”and (5):
(48)
Yhe stresses of the flexurally etiff, threefold stat-
ically indeterminate bulkhead rings (On the computation of
bulkhead rings, see among others, reference 12) may in the
— .._ —. -_—
O f bho kth hay (fig. 9b). Substituting
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case hero c~nslderod of
r3qQ.about ,the..centerg
donble cymmotry.and loading symmet-
be obtained without statically indo-
.. .- . .
tormlnc.to computations, slnco at tho four dlanotral poznts
on tho axes tho bending nouents and the mormal forc!oemn-
ish and tho tra.nevorse forcos ~ and Qz at these points
are obtained from tho equilibrium conditions. Lot us.con-
sidor tho kth ring wdor tangontinl loading by tho shears .
from” (48), we have:
With the aid of the atom oquations~
(49)
the distribution
of the bending momonts, and thcinormal and tho transverse
forcos ovor the entire ring .ma7readily be obtnino.1. Tho
bonding nonont ~, for oxamplo, at a point ~Smk# ‘S,k
of the aoutral axim of thn ring section is:
Bk .
~,k %,k “ ‘l,k (2fl) ‘n 7°riphora1 ‘nnge
B
- Qz,l: Ys,k + t~,]r (2fa) in peripheral rangek “=
(Bondine nomont mo~itivo if the extreme outer ring
bl
}
ba (50)
fibers
are und;r proasu~o.) $1 and fa mre the hatched areas
ind!catud in figuro 9b. The ring sootion may be different
for 0QC3 bulkhead, and.hence aleo tha coordinates Ys k?
%,k of the neutral axieg The coordinates Yxs ~a ~f the
stringer center of gravity are aas~ed constant over the
entire shell length. “.The .kth bl~ll:headfs”in%a siElilar
manner loaded by the”eher.rsof the (k + l)!h panel; it is
only aecesnary to substitute ak+~ for ak.
If the shell cross section IS an allipse: 7 = r= COS n
= r% sin w; Y1 = AL ~y coo ~l; ‘> .z = AZ r% sin q,, the
-.,-
coordinates of.the atr~n.gorcontere of gravity and the sluxpo
of the neutral aXiS ~ini.zar.tothat of-the. clreu.rnferonco
around tho -sktns ?S,k = %,k ry Coa Q; %S,k “=.
,
—
----
— ._
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~Smk rz sin qe (where “AL, hs~k ‘are” abqolute numbers less
“th& 1), there Is obtained, a?ter a
the bending momentsz
short computation for
in peripheral range bl
in peripheral
For a circular cylinder, CP and gl are the angles sub-
tended at the center (fig. 10), and
As,k = +k:
rL
‘Y=rz=r; ~L=~
In this case the normal forces ~k may readily he
obtalnod:
If the rings are not attached to the skin the same
11mean” shear stress distribution of the extended shell
model.is assumed according to (48), while the rings are
loaded by distributed radial forces. According to (27),
section III, 4, this loading Ek of the kth ring por
unit distance around the circumferen
the circumforentlal forces in the k~g ‘~dre&l~i?jtErOm
bays due to Xk = 1, 3s:
-——
~his assumption holds true approxlmatoly for constant
ring section, since the-neutral axis is displaced inward
for stronflcurvature. (See reference 13.)
. .
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In the first and third quhdrante, the radial load is there- .
foro compressive while. in the seoond and fourth quadrante,
i-t“%s tonsilg. “Ek l; eplit up into two parte proportional
to 1 and ~. The bending momente and normal forcog
~k %@ 1
in the kth bulkhead due to the oontributlon from the kth
The bonding fioments differ fron the valuee In tho caeo of
tangential loading according to,(51) only through the ‘lox-
oentricityil As,k a *, occurring as a factor of the “
I seoond mem”bor, and they aro therefore larger slnue
~,~ <1. The normal forces, howe~er, are considerably
emaller, as nay ho eeen~’bycomparison with (52).
The displacement coefficients, correepondin
{
?l:;, (t% -
?i~ I..ar”‘ade ‘p ‘-f‘he “ ‘alueg’ ‘efined ‘n .
(53) “
(54)
wL, k =
‘B, k =
.
. .
(55)
1
1
(56)
a2,k
.— —.-. --- ..__ _ . .—
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The value of “-
‘S,k according to (16) “for the case of
cross sections of general shape, may be determlped only by .
numortcal integration - for ex”ample, by the Simpson rule..
~or tho circular bulkhead the integrals may be explicitly
evaluated. In the case of tangential shear load with tho
stresses according to (51) and (52), there io obtained:
{ r -d ““*‘1-*“n 2 ~1}Cpl Cosa q)~ +’ ~
{- AL ~s,k ~ ah 2% - 4% (: - VI. )}] (57)
With rad.lalloading, however, when the rings are not at-
tached to the skin, we haves
&,k (%
88
= ~S,k~ ,k +
‘!:’) [$ ‘f (: - ~lY
+ Af ~
{
cp~ Cosa f?l+ (~-‘d “na
~jj{ITSinw 2q1 - (4q)1 ; -
For the practical computation of
therd may be used the chart in figure
%-$ sin ml }
T1)}] (58)
these coefficients,
11, giving the aux-
—
iliary functions K (~,~) ahd ~ (V,~)9-through”which
%,k and % ,k may be expressed in simple form. The de-
pendence on the angle TI may, with good approximation,
be expressed by the following formula:
‘S,ls(%) = + (1 - COS ~~) ~S,k (45°) (59)
where %,ks according to (57) and (58), respectively, on
substituting the numf3rical values, is:
..
~S,k (45°) = ~~,k
[
2.0833 + 3.6818 AL8 @sQk + ~)
1- 5.5370 AL ~Smk 10-2
. .
(60)
.—
. I
9
--
———.-
K (cP,A),for example, Is the value of ~S,k according to
(57) fOr AL = ~S,k = ~ and. ~ = ().
I
,
Ii
I
I[:
I
I
I
I1
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for tho”caso”of tangential loadlng, ana
- 6.5370 Az]
.-.
. . . .. -.,. .. .
.[2.0833 + 3.6818 h~a ~
10- a. (61)
for the case of raalal loading.
Theso formulas for tho Ks,
,k VUIUOS of the oirazlar
ring n~~ be used approximately for other ring shapes.
For the ‘Iexcontricitiesm
‘S,k and AL mean values aro
used; for gl is substituted the angle which divldos the
quadrant in the same ratio as the stringer divides the
olrcumferontial quadrants of the actual shell (% =- .
lT ‘bi
.— A numertcal example will make this approxi-2b~+b8°
mate method clear. For an elliptical ring with ratio of
axes 1 : ~ and portions of ciroumtorenco bl = 118=
g
8 the ovnluation of Ks,k according to the Sinpson rule,
if the contribution of the normal forces is noglectea,
gives:
.
{
0.000797 for AL = hs,k = 0.95
KS,k =
0.002173 for h= ~~,k = 1
while tho corresponding values for a ciroular bulkhead
with CPl = ~ are 0.000808 ‘and 0.002282. Tho error for
this~narrom ellipse thorofore amounts onl~ to about 5 por-
oentg
If the pnnels have tho sane aimonsions axially, tho
Subsoript k is droppoa Sn the formulas and the dlsplaco-
ment eoofficients are then given in the form (31) with
(S* =“neti wall
and ~ :according to (57) or
thioknoss)
(58).
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l’or the case of loading %Y a “ocmvoxlng” foroe group .
X. ht the ond bulkhead 0, the load ooefficionts c&o
forned according to (18) or (32), (33) from the displace-
ment coefficients of the redundancies. In the oaxs of no-
ment 8 ~k distributively applied in the elementary nah-
ner, the load ooefficlents fron.(6), .(20), and (48) are:
(63)
2. Six-Stringer Shells
By assuming.additional stringers at the dlametral
points of the vertical axis,
(figs. 3.and 12).
me obtain a 6-stringer shell
In ~aaition to foroe group 1, there are
two other types of redundancies, of .whi.dhonly the simplo
symmetrical force group Yk (denoted in fig. 3 bY X3,~)
Is of importance. This force group occurs,” for example,
in bonding about tho z axis.
I’iLvre 12 shows tho unit state yk = 1. Thoro is
agcln a linearly decre.nsing foroo distribution in tho “
stringers. On account of tho symmetry about the y nxis,
there follows directly from the equilibrium at the stringer
o:
tl,k = - +-: %,k+l = + * (64)
“The determination of the bulkhead strees requires in
this case n slnple, statically Indeterminate computation.
For a cirazlar c llndrioal shell with uniforn stringer
spaoi ng (~1 = 21 and with equal distances of all string-
sr centers of gravity fron the center, this computation
has bsen carried out elsewhere. (See reference 5,
%’
464. )
The bending nonents and the nornal forces In the k 5 bulk:
head produced by the shears of the kth bay, are:
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-$ COSQ
)1)
.
In a ~inilar manner may be compu~od the stress condition .
Of r~n s noli at%a&ed to the skin If radaal load according
to (277 is a3sumed.
For tho d.lsplacement coefficients in the form (17a,b,
c), the w values for otringors and shoot accordtng to
(64), (65) are immodiatoly obtained:
(68)
Tho value of %,k in the case of general ohape of crobs
sect~on must again be determined b~ a numerical process.
For a ctrcular ring -d with ~Sform stringer spacing
(Wl = ~). tho Va).Ueof Ks,k may be computed on tho ba-
sis of formulas (66),.(67): .
.
[.
--&k
‘S,k - ‘S,k 46.2136 + 57.4391 ~Ls@~,k + r,,-)
1.
- 103.0099 AL AS,k 10-4 (70)
As in the case of the ‘convoxlngR force group, this
vnluo may also be used mpproximatoly for cross sections
which doviato from the cirmlar shape but whore the
..
I
.
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strtnger spewing is about uniform. In loadlng the bulk-
heads there are, in comparison with the convexing force
group, t~lce as nany zero positions of the bendimg nonent.
The contribution of the rings to the displacement coeffi-
cient thus beccnes enaller as conpared with the contribu-
tlonn from the stringers and shear shegts, The force dis-
tribution then depends very little on the stress or the
stiffness of the transverse stiffen~r walls. As the fol-
lowin~.nunorical exanples show, for shell shapes of sud
dinonsions as occur approxinatoly in uonocoque fuselages,
the statically indeterminate co~putation for the sinply
synaotrical redundancies nay be carried out approximately
under the assumption of perfectly rigid transverse stiffen-
ers. !i%usthere iS avoided the inconvenient computation
of thq bulkhead coefficients and a corresponding simplifi-
cation is gained in the solution of the elasticity equa-
tions.
With unfforn dimensions of the bays, the displacement
COOffiCiOntS are forfied out of the K and UJ values. For
the two redundancies Xk = 1 and Y~ = 1 these are, for
convenience , collected in table of formulas 4. The dis-
placement coefficients of the redundancies whi~ occur in
torsiom and bending in the case of a 6-stringer shell with
ddubly symnetrlcal cross section, can then be obtained di-
rectly fron (31). By substitution of the values in tables
of formulcs 1 and 2, there Is ohtainod the distribution
due to a force group X. ant Yo, respectively, applied
at the end bulkhead.
The same redundant force groups hold also for an 8-
stringer shell, obtained by adding two additional string-
ers at the diametral points of the horizontal axis. In
addition, there are then obtained two doubly symmetrical
force groups which for the loading case considered are
without significance, and one force group sinply synmetri-
eal about the z-axis which is effective in bending about
the y-axisP
3. Shells with Here Stringers
For shells with nore stringers with double synnetry
of cross section, the redundancies must first be so detor-
nined that they have snail effect on one another and their
values nay be determined with sufficient accuracy fron the
5-nenber.principal equations. In sinple cases this nay bo
done stadting fron the corresponding force groups with
cyclical synnetry.
i
4
1
!
.
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AS u exaIQple,we eon~ider a 12-stringer shell with
equal ,pansls~, ~h~..for~e,-g~pupq get-up ac~ording to figure
4, break up into three llanttsynmetrioa”l,mttio--doub~y syn-
metri.cal, and four simply s~mmetrlcal groups, of which
only the antisyrmetrical -d those slnply synnetrloal
about the Y-axis need be considered for the loading oondi-
tion investigated (fig. 13a,b).
It Is assuned that %X = bt: S2 = S4; b= = b~s
Sa = s~; and 3’*= ~~ am, for exanple. is apgroxlnatoly
the ease mith monocoque fuaelagos, If the effect of tho
bulkhead dofornations - whioh with forco groups of higher
order is small conparod to the offoot of the deformations
of tho shoot and stringers - is nogloctod, then on account
of the symmetq with rpspec:t to “stringer 2 the antisynnet-
rlcal force groups
‘lok and Xq,k are orthogonal to
X291:” The unknown forces c and d in Xl,k -d ‘3;k
are now so determined that the~r mixed displacement coef-
ficient contributions frOn stringers and sheet separately
vanish. Then according to (31), any effect of different
-OS of force groups occurs onl thr~ugh the bulkhead de-
fornattons, and thereforo ~~l,31=n~l,3)=0. Accordtng
to (12) and (14), these conditions are:
2cd+ 1=0
-q ~
b*
~(2e+l)(2d -1)=0
s~
—.el
1
,(71)
I’ron those IS obtained a quadratic equation for m or d~
the two roots giving, except for a factor, the sane foroe
groups
‘1 ,k and X3,k but in dtfferent order. For the
speoial further case of bl = ba = b= = ~4 =&, there i.e
obtained for o and d:
1
‘“~ [f I’s + rla -( Fa-R’z) 11 ( (72),.. .
‘[rd = ~’ Faa21’a
~-~ia
1
+ (Fa -1’1)
J
For the two force groupe Y1 k, y2,k eynmetrical
abotitthe vertical nxis (fig. 13b!, there are deterrdned
— .— ——- —
--
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\
In sinilar nanner the unknown forces o mid d fron the
conditions that the nixed displacement contributions fron
stringers and sheet vanish sepcmately~ The effect through
the hulkhecd deforilations is then in both cases so snail,
as shown by nunericnl exanples, that their values nay be
conputed froa the uzconbined principal equations.
The displacement coofficionts fron stringers and skin
nay for those force groups bo sinply given by the general
fornulas (12), (14), (17a,b,c). Whereas with groups of
higher order the as~umpti,on of rigid bulkhead nay in gener-
al be considered approxicatelF true, in the case of the an-
tisycnetrical force “group
‘l,k the bulkhead coefficient
must bo taken Into account. For ring tiulkheads this coef-
ficient can be deternlned approximately fron the KS val-
ues for the 4-stringer circular cylinder. The force group
‘l,k is composed of three sinple convexi.ng force groups
at stringers 1, 2, 30 I!’orthese the Ks values are con-
puted frorl.the formulas for tileCiralal- ring bulkhead.
On c.ccount of bl = b~ the values for the groups at string-
ers 1 and 3 are equal to each othor, so that only the two
nagnitui!.es
-!
need ho taken fron (57), (5s), or figure 11. We then have
approxlnatoly for the KS v.duo of the force group Xl,k:
Tho accuracy will be checked witl the aid of an cJxtm-ispie. .For As = 0.938, AL. 0.9625, ~ = & LPI = g,
@a=29 there is obtatnecl from fi.guro11: Ks (Qa) =
8.52 X 10-4, Ys (%) =“4.29 X 10-4. I’hoapproximate for-
mula gives for c = 0.236: KS = 14.94 X 10-4, while the
numerical integration according’to the gonoral fornula (16)
gives tho moro nccuratc value 15.17 x 10-4. For practi-
cal computation the error Is insignificant.
For sholla with nany stringers and with few axes of
synnotry the setting up of forco groups which are approxi-
mately orthogonal is very tedious. A fundamental nethod
is given in the Appendix. By conbining several longitudi-
nal stiffeners into one fictitious stringer, It is genor-
—— —
I
I
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ally-possible to ohtaln the simple shell forms considered .
and thus a general ~ie~-~-f-~~ge-f-o~~ce,-dist.rilnztlon“In th?
Zar@.ll “!l!he””ippro~irnatocomputation may likewise be re~.
strZctod to suall ruges of the sys~em in tho neighborhood
of lfdisturbancoposition~ll (discontinuitios in loading or
dimonslons, cutaways, etc. ), In whl~ case arbitrary lin-
early Indopondont force groups aro chosen as tho statiq
redundancies and the completo elasticity oquatlons for
these solvod aS in section III, 3.
,
VI. HUl@RIOAL EUPUS MD COMpmISOJ9 lfITH TEST RESULTS
1. I’orcoDlstrihutibn.in a Six-Stringer
.
Effect of the Various Stiffnosses
Tho cffoct of tho various stiffnossos on
Shell
tho force
dlstri.%ution mill ho invostigatod with tho aid of a slm-
plo exnmplo of a 6-stringer circular cylindrical shell of
equal bays with uniforn stringer distribution, and tho
rollc,bllity of approfinnte computations &~ckod. The bulk-
head rings are assunod to bo Cttachod to tho skin.
Dimensions
, r = 40 cm; rs = 37 cm: rL = S8.5 cn; a = 36 cn
lro = 3.0 cl?l~:ml = 4.5 Crls
is81 = 8* =0.06 Cm; JS = 3.0 cm4; ~=& .
3’rontable of formulas 4, tho UJ values, which are indo-
pondont of $he”redundancios, are:
(DL = ~.333; MB = 1.088 X 104; WS = 58,8 X 106
Wrthor:”
As=? rL= 0.925; AL = ~ = 0.9625
..
“m’’%--=---- “-----“-:“‘0‘1-A licatlon of a con~oxing forco =OUZ(fig. 14 .- . ccording to table of foinyzl~s4 d figuro 11”:
KL = 288; ~B = 0.250; KS = 0.717 x lq-a
—..— -—
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00 that, ~L WL = 0.96 X 10s; K~ WB =“27.2 X 10°
lc~w= 421.6 X 10*
I’rop thoso there n,ro’ohtainod, according to tho forrnzlas
In tablo 2, tho VQ1UC8: A = 1.147: B = 0.341. To thero-
forp havo tho case (A - 3) <1, with tho upper sign.
Wo then have:
* = ~ cosh-l 1.488 = 0.476, X = ~ (co=’) 0.806 = 0~317
The falling off to zero of tho convexing forco group X. =
1 for an infinitely loa~ shell is then obtained for elas-
tic ud rigid end bulkheads, roopoctivoly, fron tho equa-
tions:
Xk=e -o.dvek (COS 0.317 k + 1.055 sin 0.317 k)
and
Xlr = e~o~qvs~ (=OS ().917 k + 0.390 sin 0.317 k)
For the liniting cace of perfectly rigid end bulk-
honds :
Fi~~ro 14 shows the nunorical vr,luosof Xk plotted
against the shell length, the points hoing ~OinOd %y
straight lines. According to the shell nodol used the
forco F.istribution in.ono of the four loadod stringers is
shown. For tho cmso of elastic end bulkheads the values of
Xk aro given for a 6-bay shell. Lmrgor deviations from
the VC.lUOS for tho infinitely long shell occur only for
sr.cllond forces, so that shells whoso lengths aro approx-
inatoly cqunl to the circunforoncos, n.~~ho conputet!fron
the sinplor formulas for tho Infinitely long shells.
The offoct of the convextng force group will ho snall-
or tho stiffer tho transverse stiffeners conparod to tho
stringers and shoot. If tho stringers, howovor, aro very
stiff (KL WL = 0), then tho bulkhead cffoct vanishes:
i.e., with finito length shells the forcos In this cmno
docroaso linearly ovor tho onti.rolength.
A further Iinlting caso IS that of a shoot rigid In
. .
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shear (K3-WB q.0) nnd tho force distrllmtlon Is ehown in
flglzr-e-14’”(thin llfie”~’).”- !i?ha-effeetof tha-she-a~deforma-
tion~ on the force diatrlbutlon appears to be greater the
stiffer the bulkheads; a great stiffness in shear gives a
more rapid rate of decrease in thp forces. The continuous
dlstr~bution of the Scrces computed according to table of
formulgs 3 gives at the transverse stiffeners about the
sane values aS obtained according to tablo of formulas 2,
and therefore has not boon specially Indionted.
I’or the statically indotorminato computation, it Is
import.nnt%o know the effect O: slight variations in the
stiffnossos since the computation is mado with ostlmated
cross septions and sk.inthicbosees. I’iguro16 shows the
forco distribution in a long shell ntth rlg~d end rtng
whoro tho dimensions of bulkheads, stringers, and elzifi
havo beep varied tndividumlly.from tho main assumption a).
It nay bo soon that fjho force distribution IS not very
sonsltlve to thoso changes. From cases c) and d) it may
ho concluded that tho total distribution after buckling of
tho gkin doos not chugo much, since tho offecta duo to
the nnallor contribution of tho akin in supporting tho
longitudinal forcos -d tho d~croaso in tho shonr stiff-
ness cpproxlnately offoot oa.chothor, Upon this force
distribution there IS still to be superposed, however. the
states of stress due to the ten~ion flold.nthenselwes.
.~_Applicatlon of a ~ynnetrical force group Y. = 1
—--— .- ——...
(fig. 16). The type of loadlng shown in figure.la bY a
bending force Croup nay, according to seotiom II, 3 he
reduced to a simply synnetrioal fcrce group Yo. Fron ta-
ble of fornulas 4, we find:
KL = 360, KB =. ()=1465, KS = 1.085 X 10-s
fron rhlch A = 7.50, B = 5.77. We thus have the case
A - B > 1 with upper sign, and the falling off to sero.
for an infinitely long shell is aperiodic, for example, in
the case of elastic end @ulkhoads,.according to the formula:
Y~=e -1.esek (cosh 0.573 k + 1.612 elnh 0.573 k)
,. .,.
The results of computations for the different limiting
cases of bulkhead stiffness are plotted in figure.16 against
the shell length and the points ~olned by straight lines,
the force distribution in stringer O being represented.
There is also shcwn the llmltlng caee (AL = Ag = O) for
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which Ks = 7.35 x 10-6.. This case may also be interprete-
d mith respect to the original dimensions as a reduction
In the bulkhead stiffness by-about 1/7. There has further
been computed the force distribution in tho limiting case
of sheet rigid against shear.
Since the force group Y.
i; reduces to’’z~!~”
is of “nigher order
II, 2) than the convoxing group Xo, .
over a shorter eholl length. The force distribution de-
pends only on the stiffness of the transverse stiffeners,
particularly if there Is a strong end bulkhead at tho load-
ing end. The dependence on the shear stiffness is consid-
erably groaters however, than In tho case of the convexing
force group. As an approximating assumption for simPlifY-.
Ing the cenputation, it is accordingly permissible to neg-
lect the bulkhead deformations (% us = O) in the static-
ally indeterminate computation for the sinply synmtricc.1
force groups.
2. Computation of c Test Shell
The confutation procedure developed will be applied
to a circular cylindrical 18-stringe? shell, whose states
of stress under om applied bending and convexing force
group at 4 stringers, has been determined oxporfmentally,
as presented in detail i? Q sinult~oously appearing paper
by Z!.Schapitz cad (3.Krunling. (Soo reforenco 1. ) The
description of the shells F.ndthe ncthod of conducting the
tests nay thoreforo here ho disponsod with. WC further
limit oursolvos to tho computation of the longitudinal
strossos in tho stringers before budcling of tho skim.
takes plnco, nnd comp~ro then with tho neasurod values.
CL) Anulication of a bcndinp forco group.- Tho nctual
— -—— .— .
arrengoaont of tho stringers is s~~n in figuro
*
7a for
onc quadrgnt. At strinSors. [7], [12], [3], [16] 0, m puro
bending nonont about tho transverse axis is applied by
four concentrated forces P. To considor first tho closod
shell without the cutaway portion at tho loading sido and
idonlize the syston to a 12-stringer shell by conbining
stringers [10] and [11] into one ptrlngor 1 of doublo
the croso-sectional area. Yor the skin thickness thoro in
assunod c uniform valuo of Q = 0.06 cn nnd half tho skin
—————-———— ——
~~~strlng~~cmd bulkhead notations taken f~on the paper
by E. ~chapitz and G. Kr&ling aro denotod by brackotg.
..
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strip of the nolghboring sheet panels Is added as offee-
tivo wcldth to eaoh stringer s-o~tion~ ~hqs,q..,eff.qotlYo
.stirdngor“sectllihsiiro shown in flguro.17cb0 We then have:
4 (~1 Y18 +“ra ya~ + Ua y=e) E 2.60 x 104 O@
equal with sufficient npproximetion to the moment of iner-
t~a with respect to the.tr~s~erse ~lg of tho full shell
in tho last bays. Tho applied bending force group is split
up as shbwn in figuro 5. The component foroos of the forco
group corresponding to the linear stress dlstrlbuttom over
tho cross sqe~lom and having oq~l moment nre:
*(o) =
1 0.383 P: P~O) = 0.389 P; PjO) = .0.097 P
As ridundmcies there oocur”only the simply symmetrtcti
force groups Y1 ,lc =d Yaok Indicated In figure 13b.
From the conditions for the ~~ishing of tho mixed displace-
ment coofflcients from Strangers nnd Shoot there are ob-
tained the values for tho componont forcos C, d, ~, ii
shovn .lnfigure 17h (solution of a quadratio oquatlon).
The charactorfsti~ forco group shown in figuro 5 as the
difforonco botneon tho actual ud linearly distributed mo-
mont is combinod from tho rod.undut longitudinal forco
groups in tho followlng manor:
Charactorlsticj fqrco group =
_ 0.262 p (y~,O
0.431 P (Yl,o = 1)
= 1)
Tho manner of decreaso of Yl,o = 1 fid Ya,o = 1 is com-
puted under tho approximating assumption of rigid bulk-=
hocds - wh50R assumption IS permissible according to tho
numoricc.1 example previously ~iveng The bulkhead spacing
is&= 36 cm and with tho valuoa dotermlnod according
to (28) and, (30):
~L WL = 2,53 X 10*; EBU13 = 32~9 X 108 for yl,k = 1
~L~= 2m86 x 108: ttB ~ = 12.84 X 10s for y2,k = ~
Yl,k =’e-l*ool.k; Ya,k = o“l”eeak
Yron these values are obtained the stringer forces due to
---- —--
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the cha,raoteristio force group and by superposition mith
~(o)the shove values of ~ , Jo)” Jo)a ,. 39 there is ohtalned
the finul force distribution plotted in figure 18.
In order to take into account the effect of the cut-
away portton, this incomplete bay Is separated from the
full shell and a further s~mply synnetrical force group ~
Is nssuned to aot ns st~tic redundancy at stringers 2 and
3. For the condition Y = O there is obtained in the
full shell the force distribution previously computed, in.
i
he naln spars of the cutaway portion the constant. force
P. The stress condltlon ~ = 1 in the full ehell is re-
stricted ap~roximately to the first bay. For the determi-
nation of Y, the various skin thicknesses must be taken
into account. Furthermore, the skin In the first bays
does not contribute to the support of the longitudinlzl
forces in the” same degree as was previously assumed in the
case of the conplete shell. After conputing the displace-
ment coefficients according to the general formulas in
section III, 2, using the values indicated in figure 18
for the dimensions (bulkheads assumed rtgld), there is ob-
tained ~ = 0.0606 P, and fron this the foroe distribu-
tion given in figure 18.
For Comparison with the measured stresses the mean
stringer stresses must be determined from this force dis-
tribution. Since from bulkhead [d] on the stress dis-
tribution obtained tS approximately linear (see fig. 18),
It is possible from this position on to use the values
for the stringer cross sections given in ftgure 17. At
tho cutaway portion and at the first bays, the skin con-
tributed only impo$fectly to the support. (See the paper
by Schapltz and Krumling, reference 1.) At the cutaway
portion the nean cross-sectional areas given in figure 18
apply; at bulkhead [f] in the full shell, we have ap~
proximately: -
FL = 1.95 cma; Fa = 3.10 ems; Ii’= 1.30 cma
From these values Up to those of figuro 17a at bulk-
head [d] a linear rate of increase is assumed. In fig-
ure 19 are plotted the stresses computed with these cross
sootions from tho force distribution in figure 18, as well
as thellva.luesgiven in figure 7 of tho rork by Schapitz
and Krumling, the values being divided by an initial
stress of 474 kg per cms at the loading side. .T.hestress
distribution is in satisfactory ag~eement with the stat-
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icmlly indptorainate computation. The assunptlon of rigid
bulkheads in the computation loads to a more rapid state
of d.ocreaso of the longituain~l strossqa In the mafn epars
and to a more rapid-rate of rise In the Intermodiato
strln ers.
f]
Through the oonbinatlon of stringers [10]
and 11 the deformatlone” of these stringers occurring
in tho first bays of the Oonplote eholl are not taken into
aocount, thus resulting in a.greater stress in qtringor
[11] than in stringer [10]. Further details of the
etross condition (shears, hulkhond loading, etc.) are given
In tho experinontal report referred to.
lJ) AUQ~~~ . oonve.~~~Q~. - “For coci-
puting. the force distribution resulting from the applioq-
tion of a “convexingm foroo group at”the four nain spars,
the test speclnen ie lde~lized into a 12-etringer shell In
a different manner. Slnoe the intermediate etringers In
the neighborhood of the upper and lower diametral points
are hardly Iomded thie ~omputation is restricted to the
matn spare ~d the adja~ent intermediate etiffenors, and
ie based on a somewhat different ciroumforential spacing,
as shown In figure 20a. The offoct of the cutaway portion
Is neglected. For an approximate computation, we consider
first c system of equal bays wfth skin thickness s = 0.06
cm and atbulkhead moment of inertia JS = ~ cm4 (this in
approximately the computed value for the section of the
bulkhead rings [e] and [f] attaohed to the skin at the
loading side.) To the main spnrs and intermediate string-
er sections (see fig. 17a) there is nddod an effective
ekin strip of 12 and 14 cm, respocti.vely, and there are
thus obtained the effective stringer sections shown in
figure 20.
Of tho three ~tlsy~metrical characteristic force
groups at a 12-etrlnger shell (fig. 13a), only Xlrk and
‘~,k; due to the convoxing force group, wI1l be effec-
tive. For tho component forces o and d, there are de-
ternlnod tho valuog ind~cated In figure 20b from the for-
mula’ in sectton V, 3. The mixed displacement coeffi-
cients duo to stringers end sheet then vanish. For tho .
applied convexlng force group Xp , the following relation
Is true:
Xp = 0.780 P (Xl,o = 1) + 00220 P (X~Po = 1) .
The forco distribution duo to %,0 = 1 and X3,0 = 1 is
determined from independent dtfferonce equations, as shown
.,
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in the first numerical example. !l!hebulkhead coqfficien%
~ ~ is already contained in the~ for the redundancy .
numerical exanple for the &pproxirlate formula (73). Fig-
ure 21 shous the results for filfferentassumptions, ThQ
characteristic force group Xa-o = 1 decreases more &aYi~.-
ly than Xl o = 1, since the ~ormer is of higher order.
.
It na~ be d~termined with sufficient accuracy according to
table of formulas 2 under the assumption of infinitely
long shell and rigid transverse stiffeners. For the char- -
aotoristic force group
‘1.k these assumptions are no
longer admissible: table o+ formulas 1 must thereforo bo
used and tho effect of tho bulkhead deformations taken in-
to account. ThorO was, furthermore, Investigated tho ef-
fect of tl~etwo rodundancios duo to the bulkhead deforma-
tions, by computing the mixed displacement coefficlonts
and solving the complete olastlcity equations. This effect
ie ver7 small, the redundemcio~ being practically orthog-
onal.
.
Sinco the variation of the redundandes
.X1,k doponde
essont.ially on the bulkhead sttffness, a more accurate com-
putation wcs mode for the e.ctunldimensions “stepped” In
the longitudinal. direction. Tho effectivo momont of in-
ertia of tho bulkheads at the shell attachment was ob-
tainod by deflection measuroaents for tho caso of diamet-
rically ~ituated concentrmtod forc~s:
J5 = 695 cm4 for bulkhcc-.d [0] ?nd [f]
J5 = 0.9 cm4 for bulkhor.d [a] to [d]
For the bulkheads [o] and [f~ attached to the skin, tho
bulkhead coefficient under tho assumption of tcngentinl
load is:
KS = 14.94 x 10-4
while for bulkheads [a] to [d] under the assumption of
radial load (according to fig. 11 cnd approximate formu-
la (73)):
KS f = 23.9 X 10-4
Furthermore , there ~as taken into account the variable
skin thicknesses (0.08 cm in bay 1, 0.06 cm in bays 2 to
4). Under these assumptions there are obtained, according
I
I
— ..
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to the general procodure In se~t”ten1“11,the values for
x~~k”.pl-ott.edas--~hea~-..line in figllro.21. In spite of
the weaker.bulkheads at the ond of the eholl thoro is a
more rapid rate-of deare~@o ~h~ ~dor tho “assumption Of
equal lxbya~ This Is due to””the”essentially smaller stlff-
nese of the System from Myg 2 to 4 ~e compared w5th the
first tiny. ..,
IYlth those more ac~rnte values for Xl,k -d the
approxi.mnte values ‘of
‘3,k for rigid bulkheads, tho foreo
distribution ehown in figure 22 was computo~.o Eor oompar-
Isozt with the oxperimontal results tlmro wore further de-
tormlnod tho Streseee duo to this foroe distribution. I’or
this pumose there was assum~a a linear ratb of Incroaso
bbtwoon tho estimated reduced areas 3’1= 1035 Cl!la,Fs =
3.10 C@ b.tbulkhead [fl and tho strlngor croes eoctiom
from bullchoad [d] on, according to figuro 20. Sinco tho
offoct of tho cutaway portion ie ueglectod, the ~omp~rison
can qnly be made with the me~gured stress values in the
main spars cad in the intermediate stringers [11] and [Iv]
(fig. 22). Tho experimentally detorninod tytrossos in.tho
nain spars decrease sonowhat nore r~.pldly than according
to the computation, ospecinlly fron tho eocond bay oxr- ACI
n roeult, tho cfinputod shonrs (seo fig. 20 of the PaPor hY
Schapitz and Krumllng) in the firet hay ard snaller, and
in tho lcat bays aro groator than tho oxporlnentally do-
terninod values. Tho reason for this lies in the nogloct-
ed bonding stlffnese of the main spars, as a result of
which tho bulkheads at tho ond of tjlo shell rocoive addi-
tloncl strossos In tho s.anodirootion as those from the
ehears. Thaso bulkho~ds thQrofOre act still hero w~akly
thmn was assunod in tho conputatlon, ud the roductlon is
concontratod noro strongly on tho stiffer first baY. In
spito of the nogloct Of thesO factors, the nethod aOvOl-
oped yi.olds sufficiently acourato values.
I%rther conclusions QS to the state of stress need
not hecrqbe consl~ored as those mill BD found in tho work
of Schap3tz qnd Kr&mling, alrecidy roforrod to. Tho effect
of modiftod test condit~ons n- bO rotighly estimated fr”Om
the Lnvestigatlone in the first numorioal example. In
particular”, tho tests confirm..thb eon”clusion”drawn f’$om
figure 15, that the foroo distribution as n whole under-
goos only a slight chango after Inmkllng of tho skin.
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VI.I.SUMMARY ..
Lon@tudinally and transversely stiffened shells are,
uader the assumption of constan$ shear flow” (shear times
thickness) in each of the sheet panels, treated as systems
with finite static redundancies~ The procedure of the
statically indeterminate computation is given for cylin-
drically shaped shells under conditions of loadlng by con-
centrated forces, noments, and transverse forces. As stc.t-
ic redundancies longitudinal force groups are introduced
at the intermediate transverse stiffeners and restraints
betwoon the hays, theso force groups being so chosen”that
only groups of the samo kind affect each othor longitudi~
nally - as a result of nhich the elasticity equations break
up fnto independent 5-member partial systems, The mamner
of s.ottingup of these “orthogonal” characteristic force
groups is given for several simple shell shapes. Such
force groups are in general pOSSilIlCI only for a sufficient-
ly large number of axes of symmetry, but othorwlse only-if
tho mutual effect through.the deformations of tho trcns-
vorsciwalls or the shear sheets or also of the strlngors
ia negloctod. (Soo VIII, Appendix. ) It is shown, with
tho aid of oxamplos, that neglecting of tho tr~svorse
stiffonor deformations is admissible for the setting up of
orthogonal force groups. The further result Is obtainod
that tho trcnsverso stiffener dofornations are of inpor-
tanco only for tho distribution of the force groups wh$.~
.r.o in equilibrium over tho entire shell circumference.
(for oxc.mple, antisynmotrica.1 force groups in torsion).
For force groups of l’higherllordor - such, for exanplo, as
occur In bending - the transverse walls nay be assumed as
rigid,
In tho case of equal b~s, tho elc,eticity equations
are solvablo In finlto form. For the loading of the shell
by concentrated forces, these solutions aro given in ta-
bles of fornulas. Sinilarly, there hnvo been colloctod
In one tmblo, tho displacement coefficients for 6-stringer
shells of ~qual hays. With tho aid of these tables tho
most important disturbances from the elementary force dis-
tribution, such as occur on application cf concentrated
forcen at cutaway portions, may be approximctel~ deter-
mined for $ho usual shell shapes..
The practical computation procedure is clarified with
the aid of Q slnple numerical example, and the effect of
tho stlffnesses on the force distribution, Investigated.
. .—— —— .. . .
—- . . . . ..— -
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R’urther, %hore is computed according to the proceduro pro-
posod, the strln~er stresses in a test shell with axial
. .
%- - ‘furceO-trptilioda; fotitiD“tilnts‘hh’dtlio-i$i%ti”sos”compared
. ,,
. .
with tho oxperlmentally determined values. Satisf&ctory
agre.omont Is obtalnod between tho computed and measured
Values. Tho samo procoduro, using the corresponding di6-
placoment coefficients, may tJeapplied to othor multi-
stringer systems (multispar frame wings, airship hulls).
.
. .
.
,?
VIII. APPENDIX
Orthogonal 3’orceGroups for Cylindr3ccd shells
with Arbitrary Cross Sections
!ChoSetting up of uniform orthogonal characteristic
force groups for shells of equal bays with arbitrary non-
symmetr$cr.1 croos section ~d rIcny stringers, wI1l bo aoro
clonoly invostlgatod. If, In tho nixed displacement coef-
ficients of tho forco groups at tho same tro.nsverse stif-
fenorsm, tho contributions from the stri.ngors, sheet, and
hulkhoads vanish separately, then according to (31) c1l.
mixed displacement coofficionts of force groups of differ-
ent kinds aro equal to zero and conversely. It is thoro-
foro sufficient, for tho setting up of orthogonal groups,
to consldor n system of two b~s and at the intormodlato
trcnsvorso stiffener, to dotormine tho redundancies xl 9
h t ..... x E-3 in such u manner that all nixed displaco-
nent contributions 6(L) 5(B), and a~~~ vanish.p,v ‘ V,u There
aro ()3n53 =g(m-3)(rl” 4) different portions of
this kind.
. ..
Starting from cm%itrary llnoarly indopondent force
groupg Xl, Xa ..... Zn. 3 and forming fron thoso by a
llnO?.r tr~sformd~ion with doto~nin~t d~ffor~nt fron ~oro,
tho requlrod force gr~ups Xl, ..... X=-3: .
there aro only (~ - 3)s - (n - ~) _ (n - 3) (n - 4] ~s-
sontSal
n forco
(n - 4)
con-stnnts %,v cvailable since each nultlplo of
group nay be ohoson as Q unit state. The ~ (n - 3)
oquatZons of oonditfon for tho vanishing of
. ...— — —.-.. ---
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6(L) 8 (3?,.~d 8$: Cannot
~,v’ ~,v
Satisfiqa. In spo~ial c&sQs
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all,. thiroforo, as m rule, bo
- as, for exanplo, with oyc-
lio synnotry - thoso equations nay.bo independent of ono
anothcrg so that the froo valuoo of tho abovh transforma-
tion aro sufficient. In gonorml, howevor, the equations
are independent, and the orthogonality condition of the
force groups cnnnot be obtained. for arbitrc.rynonsymnetri-
cal cross sections.
If the effect of ono of t.h.othree stiffnessos of
stringers, shoot, or bulkheads on tho coupling of tho dif~
feront rot.undancies is noglectod, then tho (n - 3) “(n- 4)
ossontial mituoa %,v of tho transformation aro t3uffi-
()
n-3
ci.ontfor satisfying tho ronaining 2 z =(lz-3) (a-4)
condition. In tho work of Wagner inn?.Sinon (rcferenco 3),
the effect of tho shear stiffness is not taken into acmunt,
so thr.ttho dotornination of orthogonal Independent stress
groups is possiblo as chnrcctcrtntic solutions of a linocr
i.ntogrcl equation with synrotrical nucleus. An is shown
by tho nuuorical exanplos for stiffened shells, the offoo-t
of tho bulkhead doforrmtlonq qn tho force groups of 3ighor
order is snail, so that it is convonlent to nogloct tho .
affect of tho bulkheads - i~o,~ to doternino the force
groups x~ sin such a nanncr that tho cixod coofftcionts
8(L) (B)
pl,v cad 8V,v ~~iiish. The strain onorgy of tho syston
cOni]osod of two panels nny be exprossod In terns of thb
ro~undancios x19 .... ~-~ vtth tho corresponding ?.is-
placoncnt coefficients Fp,v. The quadratic portion in ~
con~istr3, on neglecting the bulkhead deformations, of tho
tmo positivo definito quadratic ferns:
whoro the ~ts now donotc nun-oors, n~noly, nultiplos of
the unit states of the rodunaancios X. According to a
theoron on quadratic ferns (roferonco 14), thoro then al-
ways ox%stc4a linear transformation:
(741).
L1-3
ZV =
& %;W ‘v (~ = 1’ 2’ ““a”’ ‘-- 3,
by which H(L) and H(B) aro tranofornod into oxpros-
—. -... . ... . . . .. .—. —-
.6
-i
,,,
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sions with purely quadrat~o terms:
.
The coefficients xv ~ of the transformation me the .
(m - 3) particular ~olutions of the homogeneous system of
equations;
whoso determinant, set
(m - 3)d dt3groo), his
(P=l, 2, ,.., m_3)
%2~=o(A=l’ 2, . . . . m- S) (76)
equal to sero (an equation of the
the oharactorlstlo numbers PM
afJroots, If tho transformation
Is nor applied to tho unit stato of t~o force groups, tho
nixed dlsplacoment ooofflclonts fron stringers and shoot
for the fcrco groups X vanish, since for %,v’ me hava
tho transformation:
m-3
%b,v = P,;=l IJ cPtP cWqPsq _. (77)
and for H(L) wo have, after substituting fron (741) and
“(77): ,
(B)Similarly, for 8W,V.
.
—..-—.
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The”doterninatlon of orthogonal oharncteristlc f%qc-
tions by nogloot~ng one of the three essential stlffnesso~
with rospoct to their mutual oouplirtg effects Is thus ro-
ducod to the problen of the slnultaneous transformation of
two positive definite quadratic ferns into expressions
with only square terns. In the ease of n stringers,
this requires tho complete solution of a &aracteristlo
equation of the (n - 3)d degreq and tho oonputation of
the corresponding particular solutions of the linear hoao-
gonoous systen of equations (76). These algebraic oper-
ations for a finite nunbor of variables correspond to tho
solution of the linear homogeneous integral equation In
tho work of Wagner and Simon.
Translation by S. Reiss”,
National Advisory Connittee
for Aeronautics.
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